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1990 - 91 
The Committee 

President  Martin Briggs  Secretary  John Lawrey 

Treasurer  David Waterhouse Editor   Neil McLeod 

Contest Director Peter Cossins  Publicity/Sales Jim Robertson 

Asst. C. D.  Scott Lennon  Scale Group  John Gottschalk 

August Aspectivity 216 has the following statistics and comments relating to competitions compiled 

and supplied by the current Editor - Neil Mcleod 

 

EDITOR'S THOUGHTS ON THE VAST RESULTS 

 With 11 months available for contests, 8 official events were recorded.  On some days the 

weather prevented the scheduled contest or any substitute.  On others, many people were deterred 

by the weather at home from attending — either it looked too bad or it looked too good to waste at a 

comp.  It's true that in most contests each entrant doesn't fly very much.  Neither does it give much 

chance for useful practice:  but it shows the results of practice in the previous months.  Looking at 

the results and referring to "How to Lie With Statistics" from time to time we find: 

MOST POPULAR *One Model (Prelude) = ~State Thermal Comp 18 entrants 

   *Hand Launched, 2 task    16 ' 

   *ABC Glider Day (Open thermal)   15 ' 

   #2 Minute & Spot landing    14 ' 

   ~Cross-country       9 ' 

LEAST POPULAR +Slope Aerobatics = *Towline Aerobatics    7 " 

Sites: *High Street Road, ~Leakes Road, #Fountain Gate, +Bass Hill. 

So what?  Don't forget the foul weather for those last two and the attempts to hold the State Slope 

Championships also frustrated by weather.  But it does seem that: 

(1) the simpler the contest the more people will attend and actually participate 

(2)  the advantage of High St. Road's proximity to most of VARMS's membership seems to be 

 demonstrated 

(3) the large entry in the State Champs and the ABC Glider day reflects the fact that serious 

 competitors come from all over for the chance to be recognised in their field 

(4) my own case suggests that even a non-competitive type can finish well up just by  going 

 along to all or most of the scheduled contest days and not being afraid to exhibit his 

 shortcomings to a sympathetic group who have mostly been through the same experience 

 not long ago. 

CONCLUSIONS: (1) I druther be flying. ... But.....  Look at that <         > weather 

   (2) I druther be building ..But.. I'm not going out in that cold garage! 

   (3) Leave Statistics to the Standard Deviants 

DECISION  Quit & Print & Coffee looks like the best bet. 

 

November 3 & 4, 1990, EXPO held again (5th) at Waverley High School.  133 models were on 

display and the following were the top six: 

"Ettamogah Pub boat by Vivian Kenny, 

"Mississippi Gambler boat by Vivian Kenney, 

Bell 222 Airwolf by Barry Marx, also voted best Model 

Curtiss P40E by David Law, 

Spacewalker by Doug Anderson, 

Elfe glider by John Gottschalk. 

Also on display and in all its splendour was the club project U-2, albeit, still not quite ready to fly 

but looking very LARGE and VERY impressive!! 
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December Aspectivity 220  contained the following guidelines for the fun-fly at Camperdown, and 

are probably the most comprehensive ever used. 

 CAMPERDOWN FLY-IN 26 - 27 - 28 January 1991 

 The following proposals for the new format of the VARMS Camperdown Fly-In were 

accepted by the Committee and, with the goodwill and good sportsmanship of all our Scale and 

Sports flying enthusiasts, these suggestions should provide the ingredients for a most enjoyable and 

safe week-end for everyone. 

I. RE SAFETY 

  OFFICIALS 

  One Director of Flight Operations 

  One Assistant DFO 

  Several Safety Officers — according to need. 

 A) Scale pilots should have the assistance of an observer. 

 B) Pilots will announce take-offs and landings. 

 C) Models are not to be flown closer than 30 metres from people and cars. 

 D) The use of the keyboard will be strictly adhered to by all. 

  Keys will be placed and removed by the relevant pilots only. 

 E) All transmitters must have current certification. 

 F) Aircraft above 6Kg must have appropriate permit to fly. 

 G) All pilots need their current FAI Sporting Licence card. 

  If a pilot has no FAI card he must report to the Director of Flight Operations 

  or any Safety Officer. 

 

II. COMMUNICATIONS 

 ONE information board will be placed at the entrance to the Park, showing the current 

 flying site in use and activities for the day. 

 ANOTHER information board at the flying site will show safety arrangements and 

 procedures for the day. 

 

III. DAILY FLIGHT SLOTS FOR EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK-END 

 General Sport Flying  from:  Sunrise until: 10.30 a.m. 

 SCALE ONLY   10.30 a.m.  11.30 a.m. 

 Sport     11.30   1.00 p.m. 

 SCALE ONLY   1.00 p.m.  2.00 p.m. 

 Sport     2.00 p.m.  3.30 p.m. 

 SCALE ONLY   3.30 p.m.  4.30 p.m. 

 Sport     4.30 p.m.  Sunset. 

 

IV. SCALE GROUPING FOR JUDGING PURPOSES 

 1. Vintage  (Any wingspan for ALL groups) 

 2. Modern 

 3. Power Slope Soarer 

 4. Salto 

 5. Unorthodox 

 

V. SCALE JUDGING 

  STATIC 

 A. No documentation is required. 

 B. Models to be judged must have appropriate markings. 

 

  FLYING 

  Two roving judges will assess both static and flying. 
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  There should be not more than 5 SCALE models flying simultaneously. 

 

VI. OTHER EVENTS TO BE STAGED DURING SPORTS FLYING TIME SLOTS 

 A.. Ridge Rats 

 B. Southern Sailplanes models 

 C. Balloon Bursting 

 D. Photo Sessions 

 E. Night Flying 

 

VII. The BARBEQUE on Saturday night at the Caravan Park will be held in ONE area, 

 so everyone can enjoy the entertainment! (?) 

 

VIII. SITE MANAGEMENT 

 NO Smoking - NO Alcohol at the flight Line 

 NO rubbish ANYWHERE please! 

 

IX. ALTERNATIVE ACTIVITIES 

 Aerotowing:— at the Racecourse 

 Power/Electric Flying:— at the Racecourse 

 Seaplanes (by arrangement with Director of Flight Operations re frequencies) 

 —at Lake Bullen Merri 

 

X. DINNER, SUNDAY 

 VENUE: to be announced 

 Presentation by VARMS President. 

 

 The emphasis is on maintaining the original, low-key concept for the meeting, which goes 

back to the early 1970's when the late Brian Laging and a few VARMS members who flew large 

aircraft, gathered annually on the Australia Day week-end and, making use of the beautiful slopes 

around the lakes, usually had a ball, just flying during the day and gathering around the camp fire at 

night.  The low-key "Clayton" contest developed from there, as the attendance grew with time.  It is 

now the biggest slope flying-and-social event involving R/C sailplanes, particularly scale, in 

Australia. 

............. 

44th Nationals 1990/91, at Bendigo Vic.: 

Thermal David Hobby 2nd - unconfirmed 

F3B  John Lawrey 2nd - unconfirmed 

Thermal(Jnr) 1. Andrew Benton 

Also at these Nationals, an un-official event "Scale Glider' was held as per the following report. 

SCALE SNIPPETS   By John Gottschalk 

Scale Gliders at the Bendigo Nationals 

 So, it finally happened!  Our fraternity was included for the first time at an Australian 

National Championships – as an unofficial event under provisional rules.  The event was scheduled 

for the last day, so we did some practice flying during the week, sharing the R.C. practice field, 

about 13 kms away with a variety of Radio activists, mainly helicopters and some sports flyers.  

Between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m. we were usually clobbered with some unmentionable high 

temperatures, so we ventured out on two evenings, with Mr. Murphy (of Murphy’s law) winning 

again on the first occasion by seeing to it that the tug would break its tail wheel assembly.  So, back 

to Melbourne we went and during the dying hours of 1990 a new tail wheel assembly was created.  

Everything went fine after that.  Even the Golden Eagle towed up nicely and, in the absence of 

Robert Goldman, a very talented young pilot, Peter Jordan from Swan Hill took on the task of 

towing the Elfe up, which turned out to be a very enjoyable flight, as it looked very realistic. 
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 On Friday the weather changed and it rained steadily from then on.  Saturday morning we 

went out to the R.C. club field and it was obvious that we could not conduct the static judging under 

the prevailing conditions, (it still rained), so we got permission to do it at the Nats Registration 

centre in Bendigo.  Off we went in the rain, went through the static contest and by 12.30 we loaded 

up again (in the rain) and back to the field we went.  The deadline was set for 3 p.m. to start flying.  

By 2.30 p.m. it cleared up somewhat and the Tug was readied for action.  To our relief and 

disbelief, it stopped raining completely by 2.40 p.m. and away we went.  With three manoeuvres of 

your choice to do in two flights and a working time of ten minutes each, it was a relatively easy task 

provided you did it right!  Unfortunately, due to the wind direction. we had to take off and land near 

the end of the field. which had some tall trees nearby, so the landings were not all what they should 

have been.  The gusty wind was not very helpful either, and flyers and judges had some anxious 

moments.  Nine models were entered in the contest, seven actually flew. 

Results in R. C. Scale Glider 

   1. Robert Goldman Olympia Meise 389.0 

   2. Colin Collyer Golden Eagle  370.2 

   3. Frank Smith  Grunau Baby IIB 350.1 

   4. John Gottschalk Elfe S-4-A  333.1 

   5. Wayne Jones    305.7 

   6. John Lawrey    304.7 

   7. Darrel Blow     244 

   8. Peter Wright    102.4 

 Congratulations to the winner and all placegetters! 

 John Berry, Barry Dundas and Gary Sunderland officiated as judges and we thank them for 

their efforts.  Special thanks to the Contest Director, Peter Mather who had done his homework in 

the most diligent and meticulous way.  The professional touch was most evident.  Tim Mellor 

helped with the score collection and David Hobby was Our man on the Ripcord.  Well done 

fellows.  We also thank the Bendigo Club for their hospitality.  We shall return on the 24
th

 March. 

 

Feb. '91 - Geoff Hearn commences Glider Training 

scheme at VARMS High Street Road site on a weekly 
basis.  ((Training is still ongoing in 2013)) 

 

February ’91 – in Aspectivity 221 we have an article 

that is at the very heart of our hobby- 

BALSAWOOD 

Models are no different than any other type of flying 

machine, large or small – THE LIGHTER IT IS 

BUILT, THE BETTER IT WILL FLY !  With that in 

mind, it is easy to understand why balsa has been the 

standard material for model aeroplane construction 

since it first became readily available in the late 1920’s.  

Its outstanding strength-to-weight ratio enables 

modellers to construct durable models that will fly in a 

totally realistic manner.  Balsa also absorbs shock and 

vibration well and can be easily cut, shaped and glued with simple hand tools. 

WHERE DOES BALSA COME FROM 

Balsa trees grow naturally in the humid rain forests of Central and South America (and New 

Guinea).  Its natural range extends from Guatemala, through central America, to the north and west 

coast of South America as far as Bolivia.  However, the small country of Ecuador, on the western 

coast of South America, is the primary source of model aircraft grade balsa in the world.  Balsa 

needs a warm climate with plenty of rainfall and good drainage.  For that reason, the best stands of 

balsa usually appear on high ground between tropical rivers.  Ecuador has the ideal geography and 
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climate for growing balsa trees.  The scientific name for balsa is ‘ochroma lagopus’.  The word 

balsa itself is Spanish meaning raft, in reference to its excellent floatation qualities. 

HOW DOES BALSA GROW 

The is no such thing as entire forests of balsa trees.  They grow singly or in very small, widely 

scattered groups in the jungle .  For hundreds of years, balsa was actually considered a weed tree.  

They reproduce by growing hundreds of long seed pods, which eventually open up and, with the 

help of the wind, scatter thousands of new seeds over a large area of the jungle.  Each seed is 

airborne on its own small wisp of down, similar to the way dandelion seeds spread.  The seeds 

eventually fall to the ground and are covered by the litter of the jungle.  There they lay and 

accumulate until one day there is an opening in the jungle canopy large enough for the sun’s rays to 

strike the jungle floor and start the seeds growing.  Wherever there was an opening, either made by 

the farmer or by another tree dying, balsa will spring up as thick as grass,  A farmer is often hard 

put to keep his food plot clear of balsa.  As new balsa trees grow, the strongest will become 

predominant and the weaker trees will die.  By the time they are mature, there may only be one or 

two balsa trees to an acre of jungle. 

HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE A BALSA TREE TO GROW 

Balsa trees grow very rapidly (like all weeds).  Six months after germination, the tree is  about 1 ½ 

inches in diameter and 10-12 feet tall!  In 6 to 10 years the tree is ready for cutting, having reached 

a height of 60-90 feet tall and a diameter of 12-45 inches.  If left to continue to grow, the new wood 

on the outside layers becomes very hard and the tree begins to rot in the centre.  Unharvested, a 

balsa tree may grow to 6 feet or more in diameter, but very little usable timber can be obtained from 

a tree of this size.  The balsa leaf is similar in shape to a grape leaf, only a lot bigger.  When the tree 

is young, these leaves measure as much as 4 feet across.  They become progressively smaller as the 

tree grows older, until they are 8-10 inches across.  Balsa is one of the few trees in the jungle which 

has a simple leaf shape.  This fact alone makes the balsa stand out in the jungle. 

WHY IS BALSA SO LIGHT 

The secret to balsa’s lightness can only be seen with a microscope.  The cells are big and very thin 

walled, so that the ratio of solid matter to open space is as small as possible.  Most woods have gobs 

of heavy plastic like cement, called lignin, holding all the cells together.  In balsa, lignin is at a 

minimum.  Only about 40% of the volume of a piece of balsa is solid substance.  To give the tree 

the strength it needs to stand in the jungle, nature pumps each balsa cell full of water until they 

become rigid – like a car tyre full of air.  Green balsa wood typically contains 5 times as much 

water as it has actual wood substance, compared to most hardwoods which contain very little water 

in relation to wood substance.  Green balsa must therefore be carefully kiln dried to remove most of 

the water before it can be sold.  Kiln drying is a tedious 2 week process that carefully removes the 

excess water until the moisture content is only 6%.  Kiln drying also kills bacteria, fungi and insects 

that may have been in the raw balsa. 

GRAIN STRUCTURES 

“A” Grain – This timber is characterized generally by its lightness, flexibility across the sheet, and 

fairly long straight grain pattern.  Best used for wing sheeting, curved fuselage upper and lowers 

etc. 

“B” Grain – This timber, although similar to A grain when one glances, it exhibits shorter grain 

length, less flexibility, and is usually slightly heavier.  It is a good choice for wing ribs, fuselage 

sides (try to select 2 pieces with equal flexibility), and general structural parts.  This is also the type 

of timber one should select to cut sticks or spars from. 

“C” Grain –(Also known as Quarter Grain) – Characterized by its distinctive mottley appearance, 

this cut of timber is extremely rare.  Sheets of this timber are very rigid, and selected properly can 

yield a structure of considerable strength.  Totally un-suitable for long thin or stick type lengths due 

to cross or quarter grain structure. Supplied by Mike Christoph and courtesy of SIG 

Manufacturing 
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The Flight Of The U-2 - Kilcunda 

 

Jun. '91 - The U-2 P.S.S. (Club project) flies "backwards" at Kilcunda.  Here follows a complete 

report by Tim Morland as reflected in Aspectivity 226/July '91). 

 Yesterday our U-2 leapt 

into the wild blue.  Now we gotta 

fix it.  To say we have a slight 

problem with incidence would be 

an understatement.  I'll explain. 

 Weather was perfect for 

the maiden flight.  20 to 25 knots 

from the north west (Kilcunda).  

The right day had finally arrived.  

People and models crowded the 

top of the slope and parked cars 

trailed off into the distance. 

 Immediately after the 

launch (about 1245 hrs) it became 

apparent to me pushing and 

pulling the sticks that sufficient 

down elevator was not available.  

The nose of the craft would not stay 

down.  I appeared to have no effect 

at all on the attitude of the rearing 

beast.  As those who were there will 

attest, the ride up and post-stall 

descent 50 metres downwind were 

dramatic, to say the least.  The 

subsequent heavy landing broke the 

port wing at the end of the dihedral 

bar.  There are also some stress 

fractures in the fuselage.  

Considering the impact, I think we 

got off rather lightly. 

 Our U-2, as you know, has some closely related cousins. Two half-size replicas have been 

built.  The required position of the C of G is therefore known.  And that's where it is on the big U2.  

Same place. 

 The difference between large and small is ..... what we are going to find out. 

 Incidence of the mainplane on the club model is currently 3.5 degrees.  The way she went up 

yesterday, the same degree of incidence may well be appropriate for the tailplane. 

 Working bees are being arranged to do the repairs.  Anyone with ideas and action in mind 

are welcome to come along. 

 
 
 

1990-91 Membership – 208 Members 
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1991 - 92 

The Committee 

President  Max McCullough  Secretary  Barry Dundas 

Treasurer  David Waterhouse  Editor   Neil McLeod 

Contest Director Stephen Frodsham  Publicity  Jim Robertson 

     "          "  Tim Mellor   Scale Group  Colin Collyer 

July 1991 (A.G.M.) – 

 

James (Jim) Robertson  

awarded  

Life Membership. 

 

 

 

Jul. "91 - Gallagher's paddock (VARMS H.S.R. site) selected by Knox Council as site for a tip & 

land-fill, (Did not proceed) 

 

Asp. 227 / August '91 - Southern Sailplanes advertisement for entire range of models including the 

Eclipse & Apollo 

Asp. 228 / Sept. 91 records the production and sale of a "Club" electric winch, the basic items being 

produced by a club member (Jim Robertson) for purchase by club members (and others) 

Nov. 3 - 4, EXPO (the 6th ) at Waverley High School Hall. 

Expo excerpts: Winners Top 6 Exhibits 
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D. H. Tiger Moth Les Briscoe  C.A.C. Boomerang  Noel Whitehead 

F15 Eagle  Les Briscoe  Model Railway Layout Moorabbin Tafe 

H.M.A.S. Darwin Sam Camelleri  Spacewalker   Mark Collins 

Best club stand Doncaster  Best Trade stand  GJ Kites/Models 

  (Note, in the late 90's this school was demolished and replaced with very pricy real estate.) 

 

The Flight Of The U-2 – 2
ND  

Stanza 

Aspectivity 230 of Nov. '91 reports on the 2nd flight of the U-2. 

The VARMS U-2 was again ready for testing and although we had better than 30 knots of wind, it 

was directly on the slope. 

The first ‘hop’ consisted of a series of ‘touch and goes’ with no clues as to what was really 

happening.  Tim Morland, the pilot, thought perhaps it was nose heavy as it did not respond 

immediately to his command, but Knut and Colin thought that it was tail heavy and therefore over-

sensitive.  ..?  Only one thing for it.  Another go. 

Second launch of the day and out she goes, although showing signs of being over-sensitive on 

elevator and not being able to find a comfortable speed to fly.  It certainly looked impressive in the 

sky, positively blocking out the sun.  About this time it dropped a wing, a sort of stall turn, and 

when it recovered, Tim stated that it does good stall turns, even on small amounts of rudder.  I 

thought it looked dangerously like spinning.  Lo and behold!  That’s what we got next; a dropped 

wing and quickly into a fully developed spin.  I thought that if it didn’t recover after one turn, it 

wouldn’t.  And it didn’t.  3½ turns later the inevitable happened, it landed.  Nose and wing 

damaged.  Fixable if morale can be.  Although this is a major setback, It certainly is not a new 

thing in the history of aviation.  Chuck Yeager’s book has a good account of spinning in a 

Starfighter, I think and he had about 70,00 feet to think about it.  It also finished with a broken 

aeroplane and a surprised pilot.  I guess that’s what test flying is al about. 

POST MORTEM Thoughts of the C of G. 

1/ Because of a tail heavy situation, the model was inclined to stall and spin.  Once it had, not 

enough height to recover. 

2/ The model is likely to be tip-stall prone because of: (a)  high root:tip chord ratio,  (b) fair 

amount of sweep-back,  (c) relatively low-powered tail-plane,  (e) no washout,  (f)  warp, maybe? 

IT’S EASY TO BE WISE IN RETROSPECT. 

 

The Flight Of The U-2 – 3rd
  
Stanza - Camperdown 

Pictured, the U-2 sits after several ‘make-overs, awaiting its FIRST real FLIGHT 
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The following from Aspectivity 233/March is part of the Camperdown '92 report and shows the 

better side of the U2. 

 The highlight was the successful flying of the VARMS club U-2 Power Slope soarer.  Test 

pilots, Messrs Sullivan and Fiddes showed us all how it's done; they have both been promoted to 

Astronaut status - despite the two or three tip-stalls and least one spin, which almost saw them 

demoted to Ground Crew. 

 The landing was interesting, as Graham (Sullivan) executed one fly-by after another, each 

time achieving a better approach.  The touch and goes saw all the spectators take on the 

appearance of a line-up of open-mouthed carnival clowns all waiting for the insertion of the ping-

pong balls - and just as the ball was to be inserted he executed a perfect roll with this 43 lb 

monster. 

Above we have two pictures of the U-2 flying at Lake Bullen Merri, Camperdown as they appeared 

in the Aeromodelling Digest 1992 – pictures supplied by Don Hauser. 

 

April saw the 45th 1991/92 Nationals at Waikerie, S.A.: 

Thermal 1. Rob Benton  2. Leo O'Reilly 3. Mike O'Reilly 

 

Aspectivity 235 of May 1992 reports that VARMS memberships exceeds 200 for the first time and 

also contained the following rebuttal from a 'universal' law maker: 

22 Morden Court, 

NUNAWADING 3131 

10th April 1992 

The Editor, 

VARMS. 

Dear Sir, 

Mac' 

Friend, 

Pal ! 

 'ENUFF IS 'ENUFF !  I realise you are not to blame, you have to publish rubbish, no matter 

how scurrilous:  I should have forwarded an epistle earlier, but the latest onslaught has driven me 

to it, so before falling onto my bed of pain to brood on the ignominy of it all, I'll beat into 

submission the keys of my ancient Olivetti ! 

 Old Chum, this all started back when John G. blamed me and Newton for causing the 

demise of his power tug. 

Sir ! I have not had any truck with Newton since he did something rude with an apple or a spider !  

He and I pass each other in our broughams looking the other way !  Further-more, I would not dare 

to damage one of John's beautiful machines, he is bigger than me, and can run faster ! 

 Then in a later issue several scribes sank twice to impugnment....  Can you imagine the 

enormity of it all, now in the latest issue - One, a former contest director, I believe has made 

imputative comments ! 
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 Mate, where will it all stop !  Why can't it be altered to say... MORLANDS LAW, or you 

might think of someone EVEN more blameworthy, and then I'll be let off the hook? 

   Sir, I am disgusted of Morden Court ! 

   Yours Sincerely, 

   Morrie Murphy 

PS.  I'm off today to St. Vincent's Private Hospital for a Bowel Tumour operation.  I tell you, when 

you pass 70, there's never a dull moment ! 

 

… and just for the heck of it, a picture of the Murphy family enjoying a day at the beach has been 

included. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jun. '92 - John Lawrey takes command as O.I.C. of VARMS training scheme 

 VARMS membership for end of year was highest ever at 210. 

May '92 - passing of John Vanderwolfe (ASP 237/Jul'92- Tribute):- 

 

A Tribute To John Vanderwolfe 
By Ojars Balodis 

 It is with much sadness I write that John Vanderwolf, a good friend to 

many of us, passed away on the 25th May 1992, following an 18 month battle with 

cancer. 

 There is no doubt that John deserves a place in VARMS history for he was 

instrumental in helping VARMS to grow and consolidate during the 1970's and 

early 80's. 

 John first became interested in R/C models after his son, Ronald joined VARMS in 1971.  

Living only a few minutes from Glenfern Rd., John and his family soon became regular builders 

and flyers at the site.  At the time large scale models were only just beginning to appear, Ralph 

Learmont's Kestrel, John Gottschalk's K13 and Ray Cooper's Foka 5, for example.  John soon 

became interested in building a 1 : 4 scale glider and in 1972, with Peter Prussner, purchased 

original scale drawings from Czechoslovakia and commenced building a Blanik L-13.  John put his 

varied talents to work and built the entire model from aluminium sheeting, complete with thousands 

of rivets.  After all, it was supposed to be scale!  The model ended up weighing 25lb. 

 Apparently the model was first flown at Berwick, towed into the air by a towline held by 

Ronald on the back of a motorbike.  The pull of the model was strong enough to pull him clean off 
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the bike into the air.  On landing, the Blanik collided with and took out a red gum fence post!  After 

repairs it was flown several more times and eventually retired, considered to be a little on the 

"heavy" side. 

 John was a prolific builder and to his credit, has built many 1 : 4 scale gliders, including no 

less that 4 Pilatus B4's, a Cobra 17, Standard Cirrus, SB 10 another Blanik, a 12 foot 1 : 8 scale 

Catalina PBY-1, a 1 : 3 scale Robin tug plane and a handful of large Cumulus inspired models. 

 John will always be remembered for his Meteor, built in 1976.  He developed a technique 

for making large models quickly by carving large blocks of styrene foam, suitably sealing them and 

then fibre glassing over the outside.  When finished, John would simply pour in petrol to dissolve 

the foam.  Result -- one fibreglass fuselage, without the need to make a mould.  The Meteor was 17' 

wingspan and is famous for its 26 odd huge consecutive loops at Apollo Bay, following elevator 

failure.  The model eventually pancaked on top of the slope after most people wisely chose to leave 

the area! 

John devoted a lot of his time and energy in the 1970's to the benefit of VARMS and its members.  

He often helped in training new members and would tow the club's trailer to meetings all over 

Victoria. He instrumental in helping VARMS to maintain its Glenfern Rd. flying site and also in 

obtaining the use of a site on High Street Rd.(Norton's Lane) near the current site.  He also 

organised special VARMS events such as trips to Naracoorte, Sth, Aust., and Apollo Bay. 

 John served as President of the club in 1978 and also served as Contest Director, Property 

Officer and Site Controller for many years.  John's wife Willie, was Treasurer of VARMS from 

1976 to 1981. 

 The last 18 months were extremely difficult times for John and his family.  Fortunately, he 

was able to maintain his positive attitude and, with some help and inspiration from Knut Neumann, 

he commenced his final project.  John always thought BIG and this project was no exception.  He 

started work on a wooden 1/2 -scale model of the aerobatic glider Lo 100.  The fuselage is 

enormous, yet very light.  John had completed the fuselage construction and was well into the wings 

when he was hospitalised.  Sadly, he was never to complete this project.  His sons, Ronald and 

Andrew have promised to complete the model in the future.  It will certainly be something special 

to see. 

 To John's wife, Willie and to his sons, Ronald, Andrew and Darryl, we extend our 

 deepest sympathy.  He was a special man. 

===== + ===== 

 

 

 

1991-92 Membership – 115 Members 
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1992 - 93 

The Committee 

President  Don Hauser   Secretary  Barry Dundas 

Treasurer  Marcus Stent   Editor   Neil McLeod 

Contest Director Tim Mellor   Committee Member Brian Andrew 

Publicity, Meetings Jim Robertson   Scale   Bill Denheld 

          & Brian Andrew 

 

"92 A.G.M. – 

 

Geoff Hearn awarded "Clubman of the Year" 

 

 & "Life Membership". 

 

 

 

Sep. '92 - An early request to land-owners (Parks Vic.) for consideration for the use of power 

models at H.S.R. for Aero-towing. 

Oct 3 & 4 - Aust. F3B Championships at Wangaratta, Results :- 

1.  Evan Bengston QLD, 2.  David Hobby VIC, 3. Garry Jordan QLD. 

 

VARMS EXPO, 31 Oct - 1 Nov. 92 

 

Aspectivity Visits – Stan Mason (VARMS 36) 

Aspectivity 240/October '92 provides a profile of Stan Mason (No. 36) by Brian 

Andrew. 

 When one has a father who served in No 1 Squadron Australian Flying 

Corps it is inevitable that AIRCRAFT would follow on in his son's blood, 

especially when father and Stan visited Central Aircraft in the 30's to purchase 

rubber powered model accessories.  Stan was then involved in the Melbourne 

Aero Club, flying mainly gliders.  This was followed by control-line flying after 

the war at Surrey Park where Stan was an enthusiastic helper. 

 In between modelling Stan worked at Metro Gas as a cadet engineer and later became a 

Civil Engineer, amassing experience in sewer and drainage projects, then to Coates for 

approximately 18 months, where he designed a large crane for the Keepit Dam project.  When slot 

cars were the rage at East Burwood Stan also served as Treasurer.  Then the club moved to the 

Canterbury theatre where they raced in the upstairs area. 

 After the slot-car era, it was back to aeromodelling, information coming from the model 

Dockyard on R/C gliders and slope sites.  Stan was then seen at Glenfern Road with Grundig single-

channel models and at Mt. Hollowback in the 60's when everybody parked their cars at the bottom 

of the hill, and at Torquay where Stan joined VARMS. 

 After many years and models, some tail-less, Stan suffered a heart attack while flying at 

Kangaroo Ground, terminating his climbing of hills, so he turned to sitting by the Lake sailing R/C 

yachts, though he soon returned to aeromodelling and to his flying wing designs. 

 When on the field modellers gaze in awe as Stan lifts the hatches on any of the eleven 

models he has at the moment, the workmanship in the scale type construction, attention to detail and 

mechanical linkages continue to amaze them. 

 If members visit Stan at home he could be tending his orchids, using his lathe, running the 

four stroke or designing new mechanical linkages....... 
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Aspectivity Visits –Peter Mather (VARMS 6) 

Aspectivity 241, Nov '92 contains a profile of a longstanding VARMS 

member, Peter Mather (VARMS No 6), provided by Brian Andrews. 

 Peter is possibly not known to a large number of current VARMS 

members, as his chosen profession has taken him interstate on two 

occasions since the VARMS foundation meeting in 1968. 

 So, let us turn back the clock to 1956 when the young Peter could 

be found flying very basic free flight models in the Sandringham area.  

As the years rolled by he graduated to control line and free flight at 

Dendy Park and Elsternwick Park, until the day he lost a free flight 

model to a thermal (something he hadn't known existed). 

 1966 was the year Peter joined the Air Force at the R.A.A.F. 

Academy, Point Cook.  He enjoyed flying models at the base, among 

them a Marcsman and a Hearns Hobbies Eagle, and still found time for slope soaring at Beveridge 

and Bacchus Marsh. 

 He also found time to study and 1970 was promoted to Flying Officer.  When transferred to 

Edinburgh S.A., Peter could be found navigating P3C Orions on maritime surveillance with No. 11 

Squadron, and in 1975 was responsible for flight trials and project management between Laverton 

and Edinburgh.  1978 saw him as Senior Navigator, No. 10 SQN. on Orions.  Then in 1980, it was 

back home to take charge of the A.T.C. as Sqn. Leader P. Mather.  1981 saw Wing Commander 

Mather relocated to Dept. of Defence, Canberra.  Returning to Point Cook in 1986, he managed and 

co-ordinated staff at the R.A.A.F. College.  In 1991 he took up the position of Staff Officer, 

Operations, H.Q., Training Command, whose duties are too numerous to mention. 

 In between his career moves Peter found time for his love of thermal and X-country flying.  

His first X-country model was a modified Cirrus called "Rainbow".  He has fond memories of many 

X-C flights with Geoff Vincent and slope X-country events that Geoff organised for VARMS.  His 

current model is an 8 year old modified Sagitta, complete with log book. In the workshop he has his 

latest own-design H.L.G. called Stubby, named for its low aspect ratio.  And there are also thoughts 

of a suitable model to achieve L.S.F. Level 5 as he has already achieved Levels 1 to 4.  The tasks 

become increasingly difficult, where will it all end! 

 A few copies of the Werribee M.A.A.'s Werribee Flyer received lately reveals Peter as an 

active member of that club. 

(Peter also served as VARMS President 1981-2-3 and was also responsible for arranging and 

running the popular X-country event, The Werribee Wander in the late 90's.) 

Nov. '92 - Report from World Electrical Flight Championships on the performance of VARMS 

members: David Hobby - 27th in Championship, Scott Lennon 13th in Pylon and 20th in 

Aerobatics. 

 

Aspectivity Visits – Colin Collyer (VARMS 81) 

Aspectivity 242), Dec '92 contains yet another Profile by Brian Andrew of yet 

another well-known VARMS member.  This month we interview Colin 

Collyer, a member, who, over the years, has been renowned for F/F models, 

C/L aerobatics, car racing, rally-cross, circuit and hill climbs, R/C gliding (he 

prefers scale) and large powered aircraft to tow scale gliders - seemed like a 

good reason to Colin. 

 To place all this activity in perspective; Colin's introduction to model 

aircraft came from his next-door neighbour in Clayton who thought the only 

way to get his "Chief" glider into the air would be to tow it behind his 

Volkswagen. 

 At the tender age of 15 Colin joined the Oakleigh Model Aero Club to fly C/L and F/F on 
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what is now the Monash Uni. site, with the occasional train trip to Albert Park, then graduating to 

bicycle with model and battery strapped to his back, to fly at Ormond.  An FJ Holden took Colin to 

the Nats at Strathalbyn, S.A., his first Nat. meet.  He recalls that the FJ used more oil than petrol, 

but flying C/L aerobatics and F/F glider compensated for that. 

 1959/60 saw Colin concentrating on A2 glider, mainly at Boundary Road, culminating in a 

State Championship win in the '70's.  He constructed and developed a Renault Dauphine Special 

powered by a suitably modified 16 TS engine, competing at Hume Weir, Winton, Calder and 

Sandown, and also at Morwell and Newcastle hill climbs.  He also competed in Calder rally cross 

events, staying true to the marque in a Renault 10.  Between motor racing events, Colin was 

introduced to R/C gliding at Beveridge.  On Colin's first solo flight his instructor said, "See you 

later, I'm off home."  The model survived.  Colin's next memorable flight was of 3 hours duration at 

Drouin with his "Daddy Kool" model- a little like a "Cumulus".  Scale gliders came to the fore with 

a slightly used 1/4-scale "Kestrel", duly repaired and flown.  It was the only one to weigh about 11 

lb.  After the "Kestrel" came names familiar to scale modellers, like "Sperber Junior', "Kirby Kite", 

"Golden Eagle" and "K6".  To tow these models Colin built a large "Chipmunk", powered by an 

S.T. 2500; not to tow just one but, on occasion, two or three.  He has also been known to tow them 

while inverted.  And to collect prizes at scale power model meetings.  (Colin was pictured with his 

latest model the "MOBA" which has had many hours of flying, and according to Colin: "It flies 

great.") 

 

December 1992/January 93 – 46
th

 Nationals held at Bundaberg Qld.: 

Thermal 1. Stephen White 2. Ray Pike 3. Evan Bengston 

F3B  Cancelled due to insufficient entries. 

 

U-2 The Fourth Stanza – The Re-birth 

VARMS U-2, The Re-birth. 

 
 After the destruction of the first 

incarnation of the U2, it sat around for some 

time and one overly inspired evening, Tommy 

Wickers and myself (Henryk K.) decided to re-

build the wing, but using a totally different 

wing section. 

 The thinking went along these lines, … 

the first version was too heavy and fast, so we 

build it lighter  and use a lifting section… 

Tommy’s fully molded Discus flew well – 

“Yeah – let’s use that section” … so we did. 

 The section was traced and 

proportioned to suit the cord already on the 

fuz.  A root pattern was made and Tommy 

started searching for a block of foam big enough to take the whole wing in one cut.  In his usual 

fashion – he found some and we got to working on it.  A piece of nichrome wire was acquired and 

attached to a pole in the middle of the factory.  The block of foam was positioned at the crucial 

point of “that’s about right”.  A handle was 

attached to the opposite end near the template 

and power was applied.  With the stance akin 

to that of a hammer thrower in the Olympics, 

the delicate task of cutting the cores began… 

and in actual fact turned out quite well.  

Nothing a belt sander would not fix! 

 The wings were sheeted using balsa… 
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lots of balsa, and compressed in their jackets using Tommy’s patented wing press (See photo of 

Tommy sitting on fork lift).  Add some glass, ally tubes, servos, paint and mix together with skillful 

use of an angle grinder, the wings ended up completed and fairly strong, even a new colour 

scheme… yes – I sound surprised and thankful. 

(That’s a photo of me sitting on the thing). 

Change locations and imagine a perfect northerly at Kilcunda.  Blowing about 25 knots and we 

were ready to launch.  With the elegance of Fred Flintstone, I hurled the mass into the air and 

immediately the U-2 soared to a few hundred feet.  Talk about changed flying characteristics.  This 

was a totally different aircraft! 

Now……  

to get it down! 

 
 

“The ‘NEW ME”, new wings, a 

new dress, new numbers and 

another outing with the boys”. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Camperdown '93.  To indicate what organisation has been put in place for this weekend, the 

following is taken from Aspectivity 242 Dec. '92 as a lead up for this event; 

 

CAMPERDOWN FLY IN - January 30 to 1 February 1993. 

 The emphasis is on maintaining the original low key concept for the event which began in 

the early 1970's when the late Brian Laging and a few VARMS members gathered annually to fly 

large aircraft, making use of the beautiful slopes around the lakes during the day and gathering 

around the camp fire at night.  Attendance has grown with time and it is now the biggest slope 

flying and social event involving R/C Sailplanes, particularly scale, in Australia. 

DAILY FLIGHT SLOTS (EVERY day of the event subject to exceptions) 

A. General sport flying from  sun up  until 11.00 am 

 Scale only   11.00 am " 1.00 pm 

 Sport plus   1.00 pm " 3.00 pm 

 Scale only   3.00 pm " 5.00 pm 

 Sport plus   5.00   onwards 

B. Sport Plus may consist or Ridge Rats, Southern Sailplanes and all other models, speed run 

 timing, aerobatic display and floater duration.  Consideration may be given to the number in 

 the air depending on the conditions.  Craftsmanship, finish and flying skills will be judged 

 by two roving judges. 

C. Scale 

 Vintage, Modern 

 Power slope soarers or unorthodox 

 Although there will be no contest, there will be scale judging for static and flying by at least 

 two roving judges each day.  There should be no more than five scale models flying 

 simultaneously. 

SAFETY 

Officials Several safety officers according to need 

  One Director of Flight Operations 

  One assistant D.F.O. 
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  All Pilots should have the assistance of an observer 

  All pilots will announce take off and landings 

  All pilots should group themselves together to allow communication.  When making a pass, 

 make your intentions clear to all.  Call the direction from which you intend to pass. 

  The use of the keyboard will be strictly adhered to by all.  Keys will only be placed or 

removed  by relevant pilots. 

  All transmitters must have current certification. 

  All pilots need their current FAI Sporting Licence card. If a pilot has no FAI card, he must 

 report to D.F.O. 

  Aircraft above 6 kg must have appropriate permit to fly. 

COMMUNICATIONS 

One information board will be placed at the entrance to the park, showing the current flying site in 

use and activities for the day. 

Another information board at the flying site will show safety arrangements and procedures for the 

day. 

SITE MANAGEMENT 

  No Smoking - No Alcohol at the flight line. 

  No rubbish ANYWHERE please! 

  There will be no toilet facilities on private property sites. 

  Drive cars very slowly on private property roads. The biggest worry for farmers 

 during the summer months is "FIRE".  Do not smoke out in the open or at the road 

 side if we are flying on private property. 

ALTERNATIVE ACTIVITIES 

If there is no wind, aero-towing, power sports and electric flying is planned at the Racecourse.  

Seaplanes by arrangements with D.F.O. re frequencies at Lake Bullen Merri. 

NIGHT ENTERTAINMENT 

Camp fire and video post mortems, etc after 9.00 pm every night. 

 Fire drums will be procured subject to C.F.A. 

 BYO firewood please. 

SATURDAY night Bar-B-Q and night flying. 

SUNDAY at 1.00 pm, Show Down.  Everyone will get to fly in their category, scale and sports.  

There is no requirement to fly but please show up for photo session.  The crowd pleasing "Clayton" 

contest will be judged by all - record your vote with any roving judge during the day. 

SUNDAY DINNER 

Hampden Hotel 

Presentation by VARMS President - Don Hauser    Followed by more video by campfire. 

************* 

Camperdown '93 

1. Most Appealing Large Scale Modern Model  - Wayne Jones - G 103 Accro 

2. Most Appealing Large Scale Vintage Model  - Dieter Prussner - Professor 

3. Most Appealing Small Scale Modern Model  - Mathew Wood - ASW 24 

4. Most Appealing Small Scale Vintage Model  - Barry DeKuyper - Goppingen Wolf 

5. Most Appealing Power Slope Soarer (Jet)   - Peter Cossins - Learjet 

6. Most Appealing Power Slope Soarer (Other)  - Steven Anderson - Spitfire 

7. Best Presented Floater     - Mike Elsner - Thermal Swift 

8. Best Presented V-Tail     - David Hughes - Viper Mk 3 

9. Best Presented Slope Aerobatic Model   - Brian Wellam - Flame out 

10. Most Unusual Model     - Terry Robb - Swept-o-maniac 

11. Airmanship Award :(Includes safety factors, outstanding flight and consideration of 

      others)       - Peter Averill - Pirat 

12. Most Realistic Flight, Modern Scale   - Colin Collyer - Moba 

13. Most Realistic flight - Vintage Scale   - Martin Simons - PWS 101 
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14. Most Consistent Lady Flyer    - Clare Averill 

15. Junior Flyer      - Steve Malcman 

16. Gunna Award (Who is gunna rebuild that model) - Tom Wickers (The U-2 & Fence) 

17. The model that travelled farthest to Camperdown - owned by Ken Millson 

Special cricket Awards 

1. Javid Meandad Award - for Father Son/Daughter Team - Owen & Neil Williams of S.S.L. 

2. Waugh Brothers Award - for best model of a War plane - Wayne Plunkett – Vampire 

 

U-2 Fifth Stanza - The LAST flight of the U-2 - Camperdown. 

 "For those not present the story is, that the U2 was successfully launched and flown by 

anyone present who had participated in its building and wanted a go.  When the lift died Tom 

Wickers had the death or glory task of landing it in the paddock below.  The big, heavy model just 

would not stop until it encountered an unseen fence, which stopped the wings.  The joiner bar now 

could serve as handle bars for a Harley." 

The last report on the U-2, was, that it would be returned to its pristine 

flying condition and remain as a STATIC model only. 

 

 

 

..... with so much already said about '93 at Camperdown, a few subtle 

observations from Tim Morland will not go astray! 

The last of "THEM" as we know it. 

 Well, if you haven't been to Camperdown on Australia Day long weekend with VARMS, you 

are now obliged to wait until 1998.  Our unique way of celebrating Australia's birthday has been 

sunk.  Cast aside in the sea of change that is supposed to make ours a better state, it's a crying 

shame.  There were about 160 people at Camperdown this year. On Saturday as well as 

Sunday most had fun, although some didn't, but that I guess is the name of the game.  Crashes have 

a way of finding out who is really keen. I've written plenty of reports on Camperdown, others don't 

appear to be very interested in spreading the word, of how Camperdown is simply the best way to 

start off a modelling year with your friends and aeroplanes all over the place.  It's the best kick start 

I know of.  One of the few times I get the chance to fly myself "out".  That is, have enough of it and 

going home contented. 

 It would be great if lots of other people would write about their experiences of the weekend. 

No two would be the same, giving all of us a window into their experiences. 
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For instance, why don't David Hobby and Scott Lennon get together and tell us all about their 

flying wings. 

John Lee could perhaps tell us why his lovely Schweizer T26 flew to the bottom of the hill, out of 

control. 

John Lawrey could give details about how you relocate a model at high altitude and then proceed 

to land it in a paddock the other side of the camping ground. 

Barry and Carol could tell us just exactly how much they have had to drink before they come to give 

lucid commentary at the video rushes. 

Harold Elliot could give a lecture on why Tom Wickers should not be given a plane which can 

easily be flown too fast.  The poor old Pelican started to flap! 

Robert Goldman could give an analysis of why his Lo 100 flew down to the bottom of the hill, 

again!  He managed to get it back up last year. 

John Gottschalk could give a piece on how not to hand-launch large models. 

Max McCullough would explain why he described on the registration board the scale Spitfire as 

"small" including a sketch of a fisherman to demonstrate its wingspan. 

Dieter Prussner could write about the first VARMS meeting at Mt. Hollowback just 25 years ago 

this February - he was there you know. 

Tom Wickers may like to explain why he didn't land the U-2 at the top of the hill  while he could (no 

hard feelings).  It’s the first time I've ever seen a plane stretch a wire fence. 

Barry Nugent may like to explain the circumstances which lead his Alpina to be firmly planted in 

the ground about 2 feet from his feet on Friday afternoon. 

Terry Robb could bless us with an explanation of why his Star ship Enterprise is able to fly, apart 

from the fact that it has a motor. 

However, the person who left the gate open and almost finished our weekend off for us two days 

early probably won't own up! 

The council workers could justify putting the gate at the point on the wrong end of the flying field, I 

prefer the old fence.  More walking means less flying.  They got the landing area right though, 

didn't they? 

NOTE - Tim flew a new model - a ROBBE SF 36 motor glider, very pleased with it except its 

landing glide path is constantly about 100 metres too long - Ho Hum..... 

Aspectivity 244, March '93 provides a report by Rob Benton of a X-country flight with his 14 year 

old Bird of Time, where he flew a 42 km flight (49 km by road) commencing in the Werribee area.  

Rob was assisted by Alan Flack and Peter White. 

Mar. 13 & 14 - VMAA Trophy (Re-run) - VARMS equal 2nd with P & DARCS. 

April 1993 - VARMS celebrates its Silver Jubilee, founded April 1968. 
Apr. 24 & 25 '93 - Annual Scale meet at Swan Hill (ASP247/Jun'93) 

Apr 25 '93 - Vic. State Thermal results:- 1. Rob Benton, 2. Marcus Stent, 3. Max Kroger. 

Jun. 25 - Phillip Connolly hosts inaugural meeting of Electric S. I. G. 

Jun. 27 - Glider Speed Trials at H. S. R. - results (ASP249/Aug. '93). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   
1992-93 Membership – 231 Members 
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1993 - 94 
The Committee 

President  Greg Hung   Secretary  Glenn Salisbury 

Treasurer  Marcus Stent   Editor   Richard Budge 

Committee Member Brian Andrew   Publicity, Meetings Jim Robertson 

Contest Director Tim Mellor:-   Thermal  Alan Mayhew 

Slope   Trevor DeHaan  60' Pylon  Glen Salisbury 

Fun Fly's  Lindsay Henderson  Electric  Philip Connolly 

Scale   Dave Anderson 

 

 

The VARMS Clubman of the Year Award 

 

was presented to Neil McLeod. 

 

 

Aspectivity 248/July contains a reprint from November 1977 of Brian Laging's record-breaking  

12 hr flight at Mt. Hollowback on Oct 22nd 1977. 

Dawn! October 22 1977 

The moment of truth! 

 Here we were assembling the Foka in a freezing South wind on the top of Mt. Hollowback, 

trying not to forget things, such as the wing retaining rubber bands (I nearly did!).  The remote 

transmitter unit on the car roof, the big battery on the ground near the car door so I could read the 

meter during the long hours ahead.  Mike shivering in the cold holding the heavy model as I 

checked for the last time that Left WAS left etc! 

 LAUNCH!  TIME  5.23 a.m.  Feel things out for a few minutes as we gain height for a 

range check, plug in the rooftop R.F. unit and re-check range, finally we plug in the 12V battery and 

check that current draw is correct.  Collapsing the transmitter aerial we retire to the warmth of the 

car, trailing leads through the window.  A problem is immediately found which will annoy me all 

day: the model is hard to see at height without craning my neck.  Oh well, so much for forethought 

and preparation! 

 For nine months we have been slowly setting up for this day, firstly seeking a battery of 

sufficient capacity with acceptable weight.  (Thanks Charlie Wyatt).  Finally opting for a Yuasa 6V 

9 amp lead acid of 3lbs 10ozs.  Leaving the ballast out of the Foka this gives us an all up weight of 

14lbs. with a loading of 23 oz.sq.ft.  Kraft technician Eric Beilby gave every assistance in adapting 

this to suit the receiver.  Kraft also modified the transmitter to use a remote 12 V car battery for 

power and lastly matched up a second R.F. stage and antenna assembly to my transmitter.  This unit 

allows the transmitter to be used with the antennae collapsed so it is easy to sit inside the car and 

fly.  By quickly pulling plugs and raising the antennae the transmitter is back to standard, allowing 

full mobility in case the model drops below the hill-top. 

 The weather over a 12 hour period at Hollowback was interesting.  At dawn it was 20-25K 

from the S.S.E. with low cloud 6-800 ft. above the hill.  Cloud could be seen forming on Mt. 

Buninyong on the E. face and streaming off down wind.  This was strange as the wind on our hill 

was still S.S.E.  Quite suddenly the cloud stream from Buninyong curved and was blowing small 

clouds our way at about 500 ft. above us.  As the morning dragged on this cloud began to lift and 

street.  We would spend some time slipping the model to lose height and even flying off around to 

the side of the hill to get down, then the wind would shift 10 or 15 degrees and we would have to 

keep in close to the hill to stay up. 

 This continued through lunch time with a couple of exciting moments when the lift faded 

altogether, but the wind was still blowing.  We noticed a tendency to have a 45.deg. total wind shift 

as we got through the day.  There also appeared to be some type of wave and thermal combination 
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from the hill in front, as each time the wind changed the lift moved from one end of the hill in front 

to the other.  Lunch time meant pies (hot, thanks to the wife) and flying with one hand on the left 

sticks only, using rudder and elevator.  Bob Sellars was here from 11.30 a.m. with his sons and they 

put up some models into the good lift.  Thermals were still coming through by 1.30 but some very 

poor lift periods had us back on the ridge.  Sometime around this the model started to climb towards 

a black cloud and was starting to go up at a fantastic rate, I kept slipping the model to try and find 

an area of slower ascent but suddenly lost sight of it at about 45 deg. up in front of the hill.  It was 

in cloud without spoilers!  I started to slip it as steeply as I could and it screamed out the bottom of 

the cloud in a 45 deg. spiral dive!  If you have ever seen the Foka in a dive you STILL don't know 

how fast it was going! 

 Hoping not to pull the wings off I levelled it out trying to get as far out of the lift area as 

possible.  The model must be stronger than I ever thought it was as nothing fluttered or fell off so I 

kept slipping around the sky for 10 minutes to get it back to 200 ft. *Oh yes, cloud base was at 100 

ft. above the hill as our altimeter read 1000 ft. on landing.  Shortly after this conditions began to 

moderate and by 3.30 p.m. strong, pleasant, steady, smooth, lovely lift was everywhere.  Eric 

Beilby arrived about this time with a big smile when he found us still on the first flight.  As time 

came up to equal the Australian record I seemed to recover a bit of energy, and felt a lot better.  We 

were equipped with lights for a bit of night flying if it was needed after a late start, but as the record 

was exceeded by a comfortable margin we decided  an early landing might be prudent, as I had only 

had 9 1/2 hours total sleep on the previous 2 nights!  After doing a few mild aerobatics during the 

last half hour or so (I only rolled it once) an uneventful but rough landing was made, ending the 

longest model flight in Australia to date. 

 Thanks to Mike Richardson on the dawn shift (also relief pilot during toilet breaks for about 

7 mins), and Bob Sellers on the afternoon shift.  Kraft Systems for the radio backup.  Chloride 

Batteries for the receiver battery.  Norm Ross the helpful owner of the property.  And Hughie the 

weather God who helped out also! 

       Brian Laging 

Trivia:- 

At 30 M.P.H. cruise speed, 12 14 hours, 367 Miles! 

Eyes weren't meant to do this continual staring! 

Thumbs do get tired! 

Cessna’s increase the heart rate when too close! 

BRAKES are needed! 

Coming down is sometimes harder than going up! 

12 ¼ hours = over ¼ flight time on Foka in 22 months. 

Batteries still had 27 hours at 225 mA left AFTER the flight! 

Hoping this spurs others to have a go at something new. 

 December 1977 Aspectivity contained the official submission of claim for the 12 hour 

duration record.  Above it was a claim for record distance with a radio controlled sailplane of 22.3 

Km. on 13.3.77, also by Brian Laging, using an own-designed Outcast. 

 The Australian record was only a prelude to a full-scale attack on the World duration record.  

At the time VARMS had a group dedicated to record attempts, which were regularly reported in 

Aspectivity. 

 A year later, on 30 September/1 October 1978, Brian and his crew achieved a new duration 

record - 28 hours 0 minutes 28 seconds., still the Australian absolute duration record for any 

category of model flight. 

 Peter Mather, survivor of the Record Group, still seems to be accepting Brian's challenge, 

and by coincidence, Mike Richardson was a visitor at the June 1993 VARMS meeting. 

Sep. '93 - Glider Training changed from every Sunday to every 2nd Sunday commencing February 

1994. 

Oct. '93 Shire of Pakenham extends planning permit P6650 for Huxtable Rd. to July 29, 2003. 
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Oct. 9 & 10 - VIC State Slope Championships - Results :- 

1. Michael Fiddes, 2. David Hobby, 3. Tim Mellor 

Aerobatics Michael Fiddes (Slope Ricochet), Pylon Tim Mellor (LB4) 

 

Nov. 6 & 7 - VARMS EXPO at Waverley Secondary College. 

 

The 8th & Last EXPO 
 

For the occasion, the following collage seemed appropriate, 
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Nov. 14 - F3J at Leakes Rd. - Results :- 

 

Qualifiers 1.  Peter White Final  1.  Max Kroger 

  2.  Rob Benton   2.  Terry Pasalaqua 

  3.  Terry Pasalaqua   3.  Des Bayliss 

  4.  Max Kroger   4.  Rob Benton 

  5.  Des Bayliss   5.  Peter White 

  6.  Marcus Stent   6.  Marcus Stent 

47th 1993/94 Nationals at Wagga Wagga, NSW.: 

Thermal 1. Scott Lennon 2. Peter Abell 3. Alan Mayhew 

F3B  1. Peter Abell  2. Phil Bird 3. Andrew Goddard 

Review of Best of Camperdown - ASP 254/Feb94 

March 1994 VMAA Newsletter reports the induction of Brian Laging (Deceased) into the 

M.A.A.A. Hall of Fame (One time holder of R/C Sailplane Duration World Record 1979). 

Mar. '94 - Institution of 60" Slope Pylon - Glenn Salisbury. 

 

9th March. 1994 - Martin Briggs passed away - H. S. R. site re-named 

Brigg's Field, Martin elected as a Life Member of VARMS,  also 

instituted, a Martin Briggs Perpetual Trophy to be held March yearly - 

first held May '94. 

 

A Tribute To Martin Briggs by Charlie Lambeth 
(Aspectivity 256 - April 1994) 

 It is with regret that we learned of the death of Vale James Martin 

Briggs after a long battle with cancer.  As you are no doubt aware, he was 

an active member of VARMS and an ex-President.  He was a model 

builder from childhood and of course used his building talents to 

construct the shelter at our High Street Road site. 

 Martin started his full sized flying with a licence in Yorkshire, England in 1947.  He came to 

Australia, married and raised a family.  After attending a talk on gliding by well-known pilot Alan 

Patching in the 50's he subsequently joined the Victorian Motorless Flight Group and flew gliders 

from 1960.  He quickly rose to instructor and became VMFG President.  When the club moved to 

Bacchus Marsh and started aero towing in earnest he became a tug pilot and in 1974 tugged at the 

World Championships at Waikerie.  He was a glider engineer, part owner of a Libelle and won his 

gold C and two Diamonds. 

 I next caught up with Martin when he was building a Model D11 aeroplane and I had the job 

of carrying out inspections on it.  Very frustrating as you can imagine as it was a job to find 

anything wrong with his work.  He had self-imposed quality standards of a high level. He went 

from there to building ultra-light projects.  I know that his wife Barbara, sons Peter, Paul & Keith 

along with daughters Karen & Susan & his extended family will miss him as we shall.  Sons Peter 

& Paul carry on the gliding traditions and all the boys apprenticed to Martin as he was to his father 

and he to Martin's grandfather.  Not bad continuation of trade qualification and what can we say 

about his human qualities?  A real top and talented bloke. 





 
 

1993-94 Membership – 349 Members 
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1994 - 95 
The Committee 

President  Tom Wickers   Secretary  Chris Gauld 

Treasurer  Graham Gibson  Editor   Ross Peasley 

Contest Director Tim Mellor   Ordinary Member Reg Neville 

Ordinary Member Jim Robertson 

At the Annual General Meeting, 

Jim Robertson was nominated as 

 

‘Clubman of the Year’. 

 

 

July "94 - Scale Day at Leakes Rd. ASP 260 Aug '94 

This was the first outing in the official VARMS year for the scalies.  As Leakes Rd. is a flat field 

venue the order of the days activities cantered around aerotowing.  The weather at this time of the 

year is usually pretty bleak, dull overcast days with rain being the rule not the exception. 

There was good thermal lift around in the early afternoon and this lasted for around one hour or so.  

Many good flights were carried out in this time span.  Some of the more noteworthy flights were 

Peter Averill with his Pirat, Colin Collyer, Brequet complete with towline attached, Frank Smith, 

Grunau Baby.  All these flights were in the vicinity of 15 - 20 minutes, and I (Geoff Hearn) even 

managed to achieve a flight of around 20 minutes with my draggy Grunau 1. 

The following is a list of flyers and their models that were present on the day:- 

Peter & Claire Averill  Schweizer 2-23, Pirat and Little Bear (their J3 tug), 

Colin Collyer   Ask-18, Brequet, Stampe & Chipmunk tow aircraft 

Colin Handley   Schweizer 1-26, Clipped wing Cub tug, 

Dean Mangan   Schweizer 1-26, DG-600, 

Dave Anderson  K6E, ASW-15, 

Andy Smith   Mosquito, 

Frank Smith   Grunau Baby, 

Bruce Howard   ASW-20L, Salto, 

Neville Leo   K6E, 

Paul Cooke   K6E, 

Rob Goldman   ASW-24, Pawnee tug, 

Ross Bathie   Hikari Primary, Norseman tug, 

Wayne Jones   Grob-103C, Orlice, 

Harold Elliot   Slingsby Swallow, 

Geoff Hearn   Grunau 1, Grunau Baby, 

Brian Andrews  Avia-40P, 

John Gottschalk  Piper Super Cub tug. 

 

Aspectivity 264, December 1994 reflects a strong move in the direction of Hand Launched Gliders 

(H.L.G.’s), recently seen around the traps are the following: 

Gerry Carter  Worbitz  Lindsay Henderson Zinger 

Ross Peasley  O.D. polyhedral Tod Watkins  Vertigo 

David Hobby  RO8   Tim Mellor  O.D. 

Tim Whitford  Flinger & Waco Alan Mayhew  Worbitz 

Neil McLeod  Varicois Ducks Marcus Stent  Vertigo 

Geoff Pentland Mini Sunfloater 

... others already flying - Flinger, Stylus & Eliminator. 

48th 1994/95 Nationals at Mundijong W.A.- No results for this contest. 
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17 Jul '94 Inaugural 60" Slope Pylon at Kilcunda.  (See Contests for Results) 

21 Aug '94 - 2nd 60" Slope Pylon contest ,Mt. Hollowback  (See Contests for Results) 

 

17 - 20 November - Australia hosts the Sanyo Electric World Championships at Wangaratta and the 

events flown were: F5A (Aerobatics), F5B (Distance/Duration), F5D (Pylon), Big Glider (Min. 

3.75m wingspan), 7 Cell Glider.  The Australian team consisted of Ray Pike, David Hobby, Brian 

Green, Scott Lennon & Bob Hickman 

 

A Tribute to Stan Mason by Ralph Learmont 

Oct '94 - ASP 262 relates passing of Stan Mason 

with tributes from John Rawnsley (Past Master, 

Canterbury Lodge). & Ralph Learmont 

(VARMS). 

 On behalf of Stan's many friends from the 

modelling fraternity... 

 "We'll miss you Stan."" ...So many fond 

memories flash through our minds, it's hard to 

single out any one facet of a very special and 

unique person, a man who was a privilege to 

know. 

 From your cheery laugh, to your wry sense of humour, you probably typified what most of 

us would believe to be the ideal clubman.  A profile of your many achievements would fill a book, 

to count your close friends would add more chapters, to amass all your special, handcrafted models, 

would fill the Expo display. 

 So where do we begin? -"Glenfern Rd," would (of all the many slopes you've flown at), 

probably be the place where most of us have the most vivid memories.  Your fold-out chair, and 

thermos flask. your boisterous "HELLO'S," and of course your models' colour schemes ...bright 

yellow and red, -highlighted with thin black stripes. 

 Then the night-time VARMS meetings, and plenty of good yarns.  Without disrespect to 

your many friends (whose names just can't fit here), it has to be told that your regular flying 

mate/travelling companion, and visitor to the workshop -Ray Murrel (a very quiet person), was the 

one whom you probably traded most of your neighbour-like modelling favours, (as we all tend to do 

in our hobby). 

 Stan became a member of VARMS (No. 36) back in 1969, about one year after it started, 

but well before that time, he'd been actively flying gliders along with others (Des Leahy, Morrie 

Murphy and others), whom he had met at sites such as "Kangaroo Ground" as well as Glenfern Rd. 

 In fact, Stan was probably one of the first to have trodden the grass at Glenfern Rd., a 

considerable time before VARMS came to be.  It was that close knowledge of the place, and Stan's 

rapport with the property owners, along with his quick witticisms, that got us through many of the 

historical loss/regain episodes of our popular gliding site! 

 On a personal note, I had come to know Stan as a true and willing supporter whenever I was 

in need.  Back in those early days, He'd visit us regularly at our Burwood house, after a day's work 

at the "Gas & Fuel." -All we'd do is talk "models" and then "family," ...along with my wife "Bev," 

and of course with that cup of coffee and biscuits.  On many occasions, Frank Smith would join-in 

quietly, and he and Stan would continue yarning for hours! )...I'd get back to work). 

 On the flying side, Stan loved it, ...but not competitively.  All the same, If ever I needed 

help, whether in flying or in running events, Stan would be there to help! 

 The story I have clear memories of, was in the early, annual "Cross-Country" weekends at 

Warrnambool.  It was done differently then, -Instead of the long single-launch flights we do now, 

the task in those days, was simply to get to the "barbeque-field" ...at the other end (nearly 40 km 

away), But one could relaunch as many times as necessary along the way!  The scores were based 

only on 'time taken.' For most, the plan was to hand tow off the side of the road. 
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 We’d arrived at "Tower Hill" crater at 9.30 to be marshalled off into a strong northerly, 

toward the destination.  Sitting in the back of Martin Williams car (a Celica), progress against the 

wind was difficult.  After several frustrating handtows, snarled lines and cut fingers, Bev was out of 

action, so she drove and Martin did (or tried to do) the tows.  By this time Mike O'Reilly was 

catching up, and things looked grim!  Luckily, Stan and Dawn were following in their own car.  

Stan jumped out, lifted the boot and positioned my winch (all-in a flash; and the helpers were 

swapped)!  From then on Stan did the launches (all of them along the road, regardless of crosswinds 

and powerlines), and only snagged the chute once. 

 The "Sunbird" finally grazed in around the cars at the barbeque.  We'd taken 2 hours 47 

mins and 21 launches.  Simon Morris took 3 minutes more, but in 13 launches.  A hot dispute 

ensued with dawn and Simon slugging it out.  Stan stayed diplomatically "out of it." 

 Those memorable times, the VARMS camaraderie, the times with Stan and Dawn, Ojars, 

Cliff Fiddes, the Murphies.... 

 Before I'd met Stan, he'd been heavily involved with "slot cars."  He'd explained to me the 

many intricate procedures involved with their construction, and in that era, Stan developed strong 

friendships with most of the devotees of the car world, who would regularly gather at his Ashburton 

home.  -As well as gliders, Stan had become actively involved with model boats and R/C sailing.  

It's not hard to imagine him letting lose hid building prowess there!  Particularly with Des Leahy, 

Stan pursued yachting to the fullest, until later returning to aeromodelling. 

 Stan and Dawn enjoyed expeditions and dining out, building long social friendships with the 

Murphies, the Gottschalk’s, the Collyer’s, the Goldman’s, the Coopers, the Smiths, the Learmont’s 

and so on. 

 In more recent times, Stan and Bill Eunson developed strong ties, exchanging deeds of 

goodwill.  Recently, along with members like Jim Robertson, Martin Briggs, Neil McLeod, Paul 

Cook and Peter Cossins, Stan was active for many years promoting the annual VARMS Expo. 

 Stan shared a special interest in "Flying wings," along with his friends, Colin Collyer and 

Des Leahy.  The picture above shows Stan with his 1/4 scale "Pioneer," (a homebuilt design of "Jim 

Marske").  In finishing this masterpiece, Stan became a regular visitor and good friend of John 

Lynch from Tocumwal (who has a full scale Pioneer).  Stan finished that immaculate model, and it's 

still in pristine condition! 

 Stan, ...We'll miss your cheery laugh at Glenfern Road... 

        Ralph Learmont. 

 

 
 

The R. C. G. A. 

1 December 1994. - The Radio Control Gliding Association (R.C.G.A.) is created with the 

following Statement of Purposes: 

(1) To co-ordinate, foster, and promote the flying of Radio control gliders both for 

 Recreation and Sporting contests. 

(2) To liaise with State and National bodies in matters relating to R/C gliding. 

(3) To co-ordinate rules affecting gliding activity. 

(4) Promote and oversee a flight proficiency program for all categories of gliding activity. 

The following persons were elected to the Executive Steering Committee: 

President  Max Kroger  Secretary  Max Haysom 

Treasurer  Graham Johnson Newsletter Ed.  Peter White 

Thermal Glider Alan Mayhew  Slope Soaring  Shane Anderson 

Scale Soaring  David Anderson 
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(Whilst this group was created with very good intentions in mind, it rapidly developed into a group 

that only co-ordinated Gliding competitions in the Melbourne and surrounding areas as it is made 

up of only competition flyers.  In respect to its Statement of Purposes, it achieved the Contest side of 

(1), Some of (2) & (3) and never attempted any of (4).  It is also a group that is responsible for the 

continuation of the 'Dropped round anomaly' that has plagued all Open style competitions since 

1993.) 

Rules of the Radio Gliding Control Association Incorporated (August 2013) 

Model Rules for an Incorporated Association 
PART 1—PRELIMINARY 

 1 Name 

The name of the incorporated association is "Radio Control Gliding Association Incorporated". 
Note 

Under section 23 of the Act, the name of the association and its registration number must appear on all its business 

documents. 

 2 Purposes 

The purposes of the association are— 
To co-ordinate, foster and promote the flying of radio control gliders for recreation and sporting 
purposes. 
To liaise with State and National bodies in matters relating to radio control gliding. 
To co-ordinate rules affecting gliding activity. 
To promote and oversee a flight proficiency program for all categories of gliding activity. 
Note: With a new statement of Rules as required by law, very little has changed with respect to its 

purposes to being in existence; in Item 1 it still co-ordinates competitions for Thermal gliders but 

fostering and promoting are non-existent, probably has some input with Item 2 & 3 in relation to 

Thermal competition activities in the state, and still has never had anything to do with Item 4!!

 Fortunately the ‘Dropped round Rule” has been dropped since February 2012 and seems to 

have created a more honest contest. 

 

The following item is ‘borrowed’ from the LSF Newsletter 1, 1995/6, and is included to portray an 

example of a “typical” description of Australia’s premier Glider tournament. 

JERILDERIE 1995    by     Gerry Carter 
JERILDERIE 

What does it mean? What’s the magic that attracts so many to do so little flying so far away in 

what can be such awful conditions?  I hope that this will tell you. 

 

Jerilderie itself is a little town just over the border into NSW.  For miles and miles around the 

town the countryside is completely flat.  To get there from Melbourne you go through 

Shepparton to Tocumwal and after an easy trip of about five hours by car from Melbourne, 

there you are!  It’s less time if you don’t take too many breaks.  The Jerilderie council provides 

a lot of assistance and support to the competition. 

 

The competition is held in the middle of the local horse racing course which is a very large 

grass covered flat field with no trees (i.e. no shelter) and is about two minutes drive from the 

centre of town.  Accommodation is available at the models and the caravan park which offers 

cabins, on site vans and camping sites. 

 

Prizes aren’t really what it is all about.  However, there was a JR Max 44 Computer Radio and a 

Chain saw (for the rough modeller) as major prizes.  Peter Abell won the chain saw!  Carl 

Strautins won the juniors prize of the Radio.  There were many other prizes and trophies. 
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WHAT HAPPENS 

Teams of fliers, who are all members of LSF (more about that in a minute) compete for 

individual and Team trophies.  There are normally six in a team i.e. you plus five of your best 

friends.  People who arrive who haven’t managed to get into a team are put into one.  Nobody 

is left out.  Each flier is allowed up to three gliders.  This year there were about 60 entrants and 

they came from S.A. Vic., N.S.W. and the A.C.T. 

 

LSF stands for “League of Silent Flight”.  It is a non-profit (in fact free except for the cost of 

postage and $10 if you want to get the newsletter) International organisation which has a 

graded program of gliding proficiency Level awards.  These go from Level 1 (easy) to Level 5 

(very difficult).  To be a member you have to have completed Level 1 which comprises a five 

minute thermal duration flight, a 15 minute slope flight (or a second thermal flight on a 

different day) and three precision spot landings within three metres.  To get a form, write to the 

appropriate LSF contact at the time enclosing a stamped self-addressed envelope. 

 

Despite the fact that each person does relatively little actual flying over the weekend, perhaps 

15 flights if the weather is kind, there is never a dull moment.  The team members are busy 

piloting, retrieving winch lines, towing, fixing broken lines, launching, timing, calling (i.e. 

observing the other gliders and pilots to see what they’re doing), preparing for the next flight, 

making running repairs, getting food etc. 

 

In each heat you compete against a different group each time of up to about eight other fliers.  

You have a slot of eleven minutes in which to complete a flight of eight minutes and to land 

within one metre of a designated spot on the ground (one spot per team).  You get one point for 

each second of flight time up to eight minutes, i.e. a maximum of 480 points.  If the flight time 

goes over eight minutes then you lose one point (off the 480) for every second that your flight 

time is too long.  Also, you get a landing bonus of 100 points for landing within one metre of 

the spot.  For every additional metre away from the spot you lose five points.  Beyond 15 

metres there is no landing bonus.  Beyond 100 metres you score zero.  Fly past 11 minutes 

and you also score zero. 

 

BEFORE JERILDERIE 

Once our team of Alan Mayhew, Scott Lennon (from ACT), Tim Mellor, Alan Gissing, and Gerry 

Carter was formed, the planning and practice stage commenced.  You see, Jerilderie starts 

months before Queen’s Birthday weekend.  We scheduled early morning (8am) practice 

sessions to try out flying in still conditions.  Equipment was sorted out.  Winches, winch lines, 

hand tow lines, turnaround pulleys, timing clocks etc.  Launching on winch and hand tow lines 

was practised as was thermal seeking and precision landings.  Jerilderie became the whole 

focus of our gliding activity.  We had a common purpose i.e. to improve our flying skills out of 

sight. 

 

Anyone wanting to join in was welcome.  Several members of the Doncaster club came over 

and practised with us.  Graham Johnston and his team got involved.  We had more people at 

some practice sessions than we usually see at competitions. 

 

It was also time for reviewing the suitability of models for the task.  I built a Stepp 3 to fill a gap 

in my fleet, the very antithesis of my Ellipse.  As it turned out, the conditions didn’t allow me to 

use it.  Tim Mellor bought a Multiplex Flamingo. 

 

FRIDAY JUNE 9 

Well, the preparation had to end sometime and the reason for all of the activity had arrived.  

The weather forecast was terrible.  So 60 fliers headed for Jerilderie.  I started driving in rain 

and it really didn’t stop until somewhere north of Shepparton.  It was obvious that there had 
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been very heavy showers with minor flooding everywhere. 

 

Arrived at the caravan park at about 3:30pm and by 4:00pm was out at the field where most 

people were packing up after a good days practice.  It was about then that the rain started and 

gloom set in.  Given the weather forecast, was any flying going to be done at all?  So all headed 

back to the warmth of the Colony Inn for a drink, a chat and eventually a meal.  And this is the 

other side of Jerilderie.  This is where the socialising gets done, the post mortems, the 

theorising etc., and where new friendships are started. 

 

Off to bed and pray for better weather next morning. 

 

SATURDAY JUNE 10 

Morning.......... 

It rained all night and there was no sign of a let up at all at first light.  Cloud and rain from 

horizon to horizon.  When I got to the field I found everyone gathered in the horse saddling 

shelter while waiting for something to happen.  Then we all moved into the hall at the race 

track and waited some more.  There were some breaks in the rain and wind strength was high.  

To fill in time we then went through registration, having transmitters checked for currency of 

certification and cards check for memberships of the FAI.  Fortunately, by this time the Lions 

Club caravan had arrived and was putting out breakfast, tea and coffee etc. 

 

I took a break to go and get some supplies (bread etc) for the rest of the weekend.  The bakery 

has good bread but sells out early.  Everything shuts in Jerilderie after 12 noon on Saturday 

except for the pubs and the milk bar. Be warned! 

 

To fill in more time. the LSF Annual Meeting was held.  Otherwise this would have been held on 

Sunday night.  The main decision was to move the tournament to Easter for next year only.  The 

reason is that at that time there will be a Soaring Symposium held, involving a flier with an 

international reputation (probably Nic Wright) and extra time at Easter will allow people from 

further afield to attend, to listen, see and to learn.  It is not to be missed.  A similar symposium 

was held in New Zealand a few years ago where Joe Wurts was the star attraction.  This has the 

effect of moving them instantly forward to where they might otherwise have been in 5 years, or 

maybe never.  The preliminary plans for flying over the Easter are for two days of Thermal and 

two days of F3B.  Scale and X-country will probably be accommodated and two fields are 

available. 

 

Another decision was to allow aspirants (i.e. people who had started their LSF Level I but who 

hadn’t completed it), to enter the LSF Tournament. 

 

Afternoon.......... 

Let the flying begin! 

During the LSF meeting the rainfall had gradually diminished to nothing and stayed away 

(during the day) for the rest of the weekend, but the wind was still very strong.  So out to the 

field we went. Much of the field was an inch (2.54cm approx.) under water but the pit area was 

relatively OK.  Gum boots were the order of the day and out came the tarps, models and 

winches etc. 

 

Launching was a test of either not breaking your model if the winch line was the stronger, or 

not breaking the winch line if the reverse was true.  There were quite a few broken winch lines 

through the weekend, and also broken models.  Andrew Goddard ( the Competition Director) 

lost his model through mistakenly flying on the wrong frequency, something he had warned 

everyone about! 
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Flying continued until about 5.00pm so it was pack up, go to town, clean up and off to the 

Town Hall for the organised dinner.  This was put on by the Lions club and for $12.50 you got a 

three course meals plus tea or coffee.  Good value.  Afterwards there was indoor flying of 

hanger rats, Scot Lennon’s rubber powered helicopter and even an electric powered RC 

helicopter. 

 

Some people moved on to the pub after this. 

 

SUNDAY JUNE 11 

There was rain overnight but this had cleared by morning.  Starting time was 8:30am for the 

first heat and I was in it.  Unusually for me, I was on time! 

 

This was a very full day of flying.  No break for lunch.  You had to get it when you could which 

wasn’t too difficult since the Lions club caravan was on the field not far away from the flight 

line. 

 

We set up in a slightly different position to Saturday and unfortunately for me (and some 

others) my turnaround pulley had to be pegged down in a puddle about an inch (2.54cm 

approx.) deep.  I missed the peg with the hammer once and hit the water with the inevitable 

result.  The strange thing was that the ground under this puddle was like iron.  Really hard to 

get the pegs into it, and even harder to get them out! 

 

I had a few interesting things happen to me on this day. 

Before the first heat I tried a full-blooded launch to see if my 200lb winch line could take it 

without breaking.  It broke about 150ft into the launch so I immediately set about changing to 

250lb line.  I managed to break this on the first launch too, so I concluded that “pedal to the 

floor” in these conditions was not the way to go.  Some finesse was required. 

Later in the day I had my first experience of a winch line breaking with the sound of a loud 

pistol shot.  Apparently this happens when there is extreme tension and the break occurs at 

the turnaround where the line whips around it very quickly.  Tim, who was at the turnaround 

end said that it was deafening. 

I had two spectacularly good launches and on both occasions I completely lost sight of the 

model after the ping.  The first time that this happened I wasn’t expecting it and was naturally 

worried until the model came into view again.  The second I reasoned that it must be “about 

there” somewhere so I pushed down elevator at about the normal time and sure enough, there 

it was.  But I do feel a little cheated.  I would have liked to have seen the whole thing myself 

rather than just hearing about it later. 

Another happening was where the Ellipse had a fight with somebody else’s winch line.  This line 

became jammed between the left flap and aileron.  From there it cut sideways into the aileron 

for about three quarters of an inch and then ripped the corner of the aileron off, releasing the 

model.  While I wasn’t too happy about this, at least the model was otherwise undamaged and I 

went on to win the heat! 

 

The day progressed with good flights, bad flights, broken winch lines, broken models, good 

landings, poor landings, spectacular launches, interesting launches, people falling over in the 

mud to retrieve my model (thanks Tim).  On one flight Tim Mellor’s “Flamingo” went off the air, 

crashed and broke into many, many pieces.  The end of a very nice model, and the second 

Flamingo to be lost (Dave Jones lost his when it broke up on launch.  The Competition Director 

was using a new computer program to do the scoring and this was great because it could print 

out a leader board immediately after every round.  You could see exactly how well or badly you 

were going and who you weren’t beating, yet! 

It was a very tired group of fliers that left the field that afternoon and once again retired to the 

Colony Inn for dinner and some very lively socialising into the night. 
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MONDAY JUNE 12 

These were the conditions we were waiting for.  Floater weather. Or were they?  Tim set up his 

big floater and Alan Mayhew paid out the hand tow line before the first heat (scheduled for 

8:30am).  Well, everything went fine for the first 100 ft of the launch and then..... well, the 

notorious Jerilderie wind shear just ripped the model apart.  Anybody who had been thinking 

about using a floater had been put on notice!  Only one that I saw of any size and used on that 

day was a Stepp 3 with carbon reinforced spars.  It survived.  Others didn’t. 

 

The final two heats were flown and the team had mixed fortunes.  I managed to find a thermal 

(with the help from a bird) and work it and win my final heat, so I went out on a high.  Al 

Mayhew did the same.  Alan Gissing destroyed his Eclipse on launch (apparently an aileron 

control horn ripped out of the control surface on a very high tension launch, flipping the model 

around uncontrollably into the ground).  Tim flew his “Apollo” but lost out in the landing points 

because of this models lack of sufficient control authority for landing.  Scott continued to fly 

steadily and consistently, as he had done all weekend.  Probably won his heat. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Jerilderie is a bit of winter madness which is a lot of fun, despite the sometimes atrocious 

conditions.  The weather was fine last year.  Not such good weather this year.  Next year at 

Easter..... well, who knows?  I’ll be there.  I hope that I see you there too.  Don’t be put off by 

the apparent carnage in this report.  There were many more undamaged models than damaged 

ones.  Some people did not to fly in the conditions.  You can do the same. It’s an experience 

not to be missed and it’s all about having fun, meeting people and becoming better pilots in 

every way.  The tournament is very well organised, everybody gets a fair go, we all learn a lot 

about flying and about ourselves and in a very real sense, we all come away winners.  Thanks 

to the LSF Executive for yet another great tournament.  The effort that you all put in is 

appreciated. 
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1994-95 Membership – 231 Members 
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1995 - 96 
The Committee 

President  Tom Wickers   Secretary  Chris Gauld 

Treasurer  Graham Gibson  Editor   Ross Peasley 

Contest Director Gerry Carter   Ordinary Member Reg Neville 

Ordinary Member Jim Robertson 

A.G.M. – 

 

 Maurice "Morrie" Watts, voted Clubman of the year. 

 

 

 – A newly created award – “Gentleman’s Award”, 

in memory of Stan Mason.  

A true gentleman and friend, 

VARMS 40, member 1968 – 1994. 

 

awarded to Colin Collyer. 

 

 

 

9 

July 

1995 - Scale Day - Leakes Road 

Fliers and models in attendance: 

Peter Averill  Zefir, Schweizer 1-30 (tug) 

Clare Averill  Skylark 3 

Frank Smith  Grunau Baby (!/6 Scale) 

Dave Anderson K6E, DG300, J3 Cub (tug) 

Bruce Howard  Grob 109B Moterglider 
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Wayne Jones  LS4 

Rob Goldman  Spalinger 

Colin Handley  Schweizer 1-26, Clipped Wing Cub (tug) 

Harold Elliott  Slingsby Swallow 

Barry Dundas  LCF 

John Gottschalk Piper Super Cub (tug) 

Geoff Hearn  Grunau 1 

July - F3J attains World Championship status effective 1 January 1997 and to alternate with F3B, 

F3J, initial inclusion at Australian Nationals at Ballarat for 1995/96. 

Electric Flight Special Interest Group (EFSIG) monthly meetings move to the Uniting Church, 

Essex Road, Mt. Waverley (this group currently has an active membership of approx. 50). 

Brady Road (Police paddocks) under consideration as a flying/club site. 

 

16-17 September 1995 - SCALE WEEKEND AWAY - Yarrawonga 

 Up until now most of our preceding outings have been one day affairs, so with the promise 

of good weather, flying at a new site, plus catching up with Don and Margaret Hauser, Don is a past 

VARMS President.  Don and Margaret have established themselves at Yarrawonga and Don was 

keen to have us up there to bask in the good country air. 

 Having worked on the Saturday morning, with the car packed the previous night, I was able 

to leave straight from work and on my way through pick up Frank Smith in Burwood and some 

three and a quarter hours later found ourselves at the Yarrawonga Model Aircraft Club some 5 km 

east of the township.  This field would have to be the best site I have ever seen for aeromodelling or 

any other aviation activity for that matter.  Perhaps the best idea I could give your as to its size is to 

imagine Leakes Road, then double it! 

 There was a little bit of everything to see on our arrival, down one end of the paddock Hang 

Gliders were being launched by aero-tow, and only a few metres from the model pits, one could 

browse over a full size motor-glider and for the technically minded it was a Sportavia RF5B 

Sperber, owned by Len Tinker and based at Tocumwal.  Alongside of this machine was an Ultra-

light called a Koala Q, this is a Piper Cub look-alike only smaller and had the unusual and not often 

seen geodetic lattice-work construction made famous on the Wellesley and Wellington bombers of 

World War 2. 

 At around five-thirty when everyone was packing up we were entertained by another couple 

of Ultra-lights, one in particular a Sapphire giving a spirited display of its agility, the other aircraft I 

believe was a Kara One. 

 Although we arrived late in the day those present reported soaring conditions had been good 

all day with a number of flights around the 3/4 to 1 hour duration. 

 Saturday night our party travelled over into N.S.W. and we had a very pleasant meal at the 

Mulwala Services Club at the invitation of Don and Margaret Hauser.  Those present were John 

Gottschalk and wife, Colin Handley and wife, Peter and Clare Averill, Frank Smith, myself and 

Harold Elliot. 

 Sunday dawned with almost still conditions and a promised increase in temperature on that 

of Saturday.  We arrived out at the field at about ten o'clock and proceeded to assemble our models, 

aero-towing got underway shortly afterwards and continued in a relaxed manner throughout the day 

until around 3.30pm when a light cool breeze came in from the south dissipating the lift conditions. 

 During the morning John Lynch from Tocumwal arrived in his home build Corbon Baby 

Ace D, this aircraft is powered by a Continental engine of 65 Hp and according to John Gottschalk 

is the sweetest sounding horizontally opposed aero engine he has heard.  John Lynch may be known 

to a number of our members, as he is an active aeromodeller with a strong leaning to the glider 

variety.  There have been a number of articles on his creations in Airborne magazine over a number 

of years. 

 It was John's intention to attempt a glider duration record over the weekend, however as no 

official observer could be located he had to shelve plans for the time being.  After finding out of 
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these plans and the postponement I suggested he take charge of my 2 X 6 model and bungee and go 

and enjoy himself whilst I concentrated on my scale model. 

 I didn't take much notice from then on until sometime later I was engaged in looking for a 

dropped tow line about half a kilometre away from our take-off point, when one of the Yarrawonga 

Model Aircraft Club member's wives approached me with some concern.  John had sent out a 

message advising that he was concerned as to how much battery time the model had.  I thought this 

was a little strange until I started looking for the model and when I spotted it at some 3,000' in 

height and only a dot I became the second person now concerned.  As the radio gear and batteries in 

this model are old stock, I had previously conducted discharge tests which revealed a safe operating 

time of around 1 1/2 hours. 

 Having had a few short flights prior to handing over to John I now calculated that about 1 

1/2 hours had been expended so far, so I walked briskly back to where John was flying and made 

the suggestion that it might be a good idea to terminate the flight as soon as possible as a fly-away 

situation seemed more than likely.  John managed to get the model back OK without any drama.  

We estimate the flight time in excess of one hour, with most of it having been achieved in the climb 

configuration, John also advised that on a couple of occasions during the flight the glider entered 

cloud.  I suppose this flight was in part consolation for his aborted record attempt, and he thanked 

me for the opportunity to fly the model. 

 At this point I must mention that in addition to his aeromodelling interests he also owns a 

full size Pioneer II flying wing (built as a model by a VARMS member, Stan Mason), a Pilatus B4 

which has a Konig 3 cylinder radial engine mounted on a fixed pylon, which allows him to operate 

the glider in self-launch mode, and in more recent times John has owned a Piel Emerald homebuilt 

and a DH-82a Tiger Moth.  After his flight with my 2 X 6 he strapped into the Baby Ace and flew 

back to Tocumwal arriving back at the model field mid-afternoon in the previously mentioned RF5.  

Most of us were astonished when he exited the aircraft on arrival, as perched on his shoulder was 

his grey and pink coloured galah, his companion for the last 15 years.  According to John his bird 

whose name escapes me for the present, travels with him on many of his flights in enclosed cockpit 

aircraft, truly unbelievable.  Sundays soaring was superb with just about all fliers achieving flights 

in the 3/4 to 1 hour bracket.  Bruce Howard even has a 26 minute flight with his 1/6 scale Salto 

rocket.  All in all a fabulous weekend.  The Yarrawonga Model Aircraft Club are to be 

congratulated on their hospitality, turning on meals and refreshments to us southerners, and making 

us feel welcome.  They indicated they would like to have us back again next year, and we will have 

no hesitation accepting their offer.  The time of year appears ideal, not too hot, although I did go 

home sunburnt, but this was small consolation for the otherwise fantastic weekend. 

 And finally a thank you to Don and Margaret Hauser for their hospitality offered to all us 

V.A.R.M.S. members and particularly to Frank Smith and myself, 

     Thanks a million, Geoff Hearn. 

The following is a list of modellers and their models: 

Peter Averill  Little Bear (Tug), Pirat. 

Clare Averill  Skylark IIIB. 

Colin Handley  Clipped wing Cub (Tug), Sweitzer 1-26 

Harold Elliot  LS-3. Slingsby Swallow. 

Bruce Howard  Grob 109, Salto. 

Andy Smith  Discus, Ask 14 (Moterglider). 

Don Hauser  Grunau IV, Slingsby Swallow. 

Doug Anderson Sportster (Old timer) flew like a glider. 

Geoff Hearn  Grunau Baby (1/4 scale) 

 

October '95 - This Victorian Slope Championships at Mt. Hollowback, Ballarat, was the last where 

the event was a combination of Aerobatics and Pylon, and in future pylon events models flew ONE 

at a time (F3F) because of the increased value of modern models! 
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Yet another article unashamedly removed from LSF Newsletter No. 2 of 1995/96, and included 

because the author is a well-practised and renowned Contest Director of Jerilderie and Nationals 

contests fame, is female, and tells a nice story!!! 

 

A BIRDS EYE VIEW 

Sometimes I sit, sometimes I sit and think, sometimes I sit and study and sometimes I sit in a 

paddock full of sheep and watch planes go round and round and round. 

 

About the October long-weekend.  NEMAC and QFS co-organised an F3B comp in Armidale.  And 

so off we toddle after putting Rikky dog and Tiny puss into the happy holiday home. 

 

The field was the same as always – full of sheepy poo and sheepies, and big and flat.  Civilisation 

had encroached however, joy oh joy there was a loo on the field.  For those of you trying to 

convince your partner-in-life to come to a flying comp take my advice – having a loo on the field is 

a BIG PLUS (PS. they’ll have loos on the field at the Expo too). 

 

Dave Morgan, the local glider nut did a fabulous job organising lunches, good weather, drinks, 

Saturday dinner, cut price rates at the caravan park, etc.  I still can’t work it out though – all Dave 

did all weekend was complain about the bad weather.  For us from the nether regions of the Blue 

Mountains the weather was great and certainly nothing to complain about and warm too (though I 

think the Queenslanders might disagree about the WARM bit). 

 

Temps all weekend were about 18-20c, a steady little breeze and sunny enough to ensure that the 

sun got in your eyes in speed and distance and that we got a little sunburnt despite the blackout. 

 

What happened – well many things” 

 

 The abovementioned Dave Morgan did the bonding with the son-in-law and father to be bit 

 with David Vels who came down from Queensland (it was sooo cute)), 

 David discovered that sometimes prawns can make you a teensy bit sick., but that Anzac 

 bikkies don’t (I still have to send you the recipe David), 

 4 came down from Queensland (and some of them went home with a headache.....), 

 David was the only local Armidalian, 

 4 came from the Sydney region, 

 Charlie Smith (ACT) forgot which weekend it was and so didn’t turn up, 

 we discovered that Armidale hamburgers and sandwiches are huge and too much for lunch, 

 and MOST notable – John Haren DIDN’T LAND IN A TREE – would have to be the first 

 comp in ages that I’ve been to that he hasn’t. 

 

John was in fine form all weekend.  You know he has the most amazing telepathic connection with 

his plane.  Would you believe that as the plane is going round a corner and pointing at the ground in 

the strangest angle at MK II, and across the course he can talk to it and the thing responds and 

automatically corrects itself.....  A phenomena we witnessed many times over the weekend. 

Seriously though, without John running lines which he did almost non-stop all weekend, we would 

have been in serious trouble. 

 

Oh yes, about the flying – we completed 6 rounds (F3B Triple task) over 2 days.  We could have 

finished many more if we had more competitors – helpers were extremely light on and sometimes 

we just had to stop to bring lines back, change people on the buzzers etc.  Peter Abell did a very fast 

16 or 17 something in speed ( I don’t remember what the time was, but I imagine you’ll find the 

times and results somewhere else in the newsletter), and eventually won the comp.  Phil Bird came 

second and Evan Bengston came third in Expert.  John Haren won Sportsperson ( and I’m sure he’s 
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still in shock at the sportsPERSON) on the certificate.  (NOTE TO JOHN: when madam CD 

prepares the certificates non-sexist language will rule...)  (Sub Ed note: sportsPERSON and madam 

CD???  Methinks this non-sexist stuff is a bit confused!) 

 

Anyway – we had a lovely weekend, the cat had a lovely time in happy holiday home and the dog 

was happy too – he shared the geriatric ward with a girl.....  Everybody got home tired, but safe and 

we look forward to next year.  See you then, 

Nerida (Ashby) Abell 

The Scores 
1. Peter Abell  15000  4. Andrew Goddard 13238 7. John Haren  12034 

2. Phil Bird  13930  5. Garry Jordan 12860 8. Steve White  11413 

3. Evan Bengston 13551  6. David Vels  12701 9. David Morgan   9773 

Peter Abell’s speed run was 17.28 sec and the fastest of the comp. 

 

November 1995 - Aspectivity 274 notes the issuing of VARMS membership number 1000 to Adam 

Kobelt. 

..... and also in the same edition of Aspectivity, a very common-sense article on a little-understood 

topic: 

What's the difference?? by Peter Averill on the request of Geoff Hearn. 

Adverse aileron yaw is a troublesome aerodynamic phenomenon that affects both full size and 

model aircraft.  It can be a particular problem on aircraft with high aspect ratio wings. 

What is it? 

 Consider an aircraft being rolled to the right using aileron.  On the right wing the aileron 

moves upward which reduces the camber of the airfoil section of the wing over the span of the 

aileron - in fact, it reflexes the camber line.  Reducing the camber reduces the lift generated by the 

wing on this side of the aircraft.  On the left wing the aileron moves downward which increases the 

camber of the wing section over the span of the aileron.  The increased cambered section creates 

more lift on this side of the aircraft.  With more lift on the left side of the aircraft and less lift on the 

right side, the aircraft will roll to the right. 

 Unfortunately, the reduction and increase of lift is not the only effect of moving the ailerons.  

As a by-product of the increased lift caused by the increased camber of the down-going aileron, 

there is also a corresponding increase in the induced drag caused by the wing section generating lift.  

It follows, then, that the right wing has less induced drag because it is not generating as much lift. 

 If the ailerons are a long way out from the fuselage there is a large moment arm around the 

yaw axis.  In this situation, the additional induced drag from the down-moving aileron can cause a 

severe yaw to the left.  If the aircraft is one with high yaw-roll coupling, that is, yawing the aircraft 

to the left also causes it to roll to the left (this type of aircraft would be easily steered by rudder), the 

yaw to the left can actually cancel the original desired roll to the right, even to the point of causing 

the aircraft to turn to the left.  Aircraft with large dihedral, parasol wings and some biplanes will be 

very much affected by this problem. 

 Adverse aileron yaw is worse at low air speeds.  At low airspeeds the wing has a greater 

angle of attack and therefore has a high amount of induced drag.  The worst case scenario is when 

the wing is close to the stall and down-going aileron increases the camber to a point that the wingtip 

stalls prematurely.  This is because higher camber airfoils stall at a smaller angle of attack and the 

down-moving aileron effectively increases the angle of attack of the wing over the span of the 

aileron. 

 Keeping our example of rolling to the right, if the left down-going aileron causes the tip on 

that side to stall, not only won't you get the desired right roll, but you will get a sudden flick roll to 

the left accompanied by the nose of the aircraft dropping dramatically.  I have witnessed this 

situation many times over the years and generally radio gear failure is blamed for the outcome.  The 

pilot is certain that they initiated a right hand turn and a rapid left one into the ground has occurred 

instead - must be the radio!! 
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What to do? 

 There are two methods to overcome the problem of adverse aileron yaw.  The actual hinging 

method of the aileron itself can influence and significantly reduce the problem.  Two methods I am 

familiar with are as follows;  1. Top Hinging, and, 2. Frise Ailerons (Bottom hinging). 

 Another method of overcoming adverse aileron yaw is the use of differential aileron.  This 

involves gearing the linkages to the aileron in such a way that the movement of the down-going 

aileron is less than the up-going aileron.  This method is popular in full size aircraft and a number of 

aircraft that I have modelled over the years have employed its use.  The Tiger Moth has noticeable 

differential aileron and the Pirat workshop manual recommends the following aileron throws:  30º  

±  2° up and 16°  ±  1° down.  The amount of difference in movement can be quite pronounced to 

the point that a Taylor Monoplane that I built had virtually no downward movement on the ailerons 

at all. 

 In installations that use separate servos for each aileron, differential can obviously be 

obtained using computer radio to reduce the travel in the downward direction.  Another method is to 

adjust the servo to aileron linkages in such a way that the differential is mechanically built in.  This 

has the advantage of being able to be used on single servo aileron installations. 

 The theory of obtaining differential is the same whether it be applied at the servo, 

intervening bell crank, control surface itself or torque rod drives.  In all cases it is a matter of not 

connecting the clevis at the normal 90° to the pivot point.  If this is done at the servo, the linear 

movement created from the rotational movement of the servo is greater in one direction than the 

other.  This can also be achieved at an intervening bell crank but will require a bell crank of less 

than 90°. 

 If the application is to be at the control surface horn or torque rod drive, the equal linear 

movement of the push rod is converted to unequal angular movement of the control surface, that is, 

more up than down. 

 Using mechanical linkages there is a limit to the amount of effective differential that can be 

obtained and a ratio of 2 : 1 is a good aim point.  On computer radios 100% differential (all up and 

no down movement) can be obtained and it is easy to experiment with different amounts and then 

test fly to monitor the difference in flight characteristics. 

~~~ 

49th 1995/96 Nationals at Ballarat Vic.: 

F3J  Thermal 1. Alan Mayhew 2. Rob Benton  3. Rod Watkins 

F3B  Multi task 1. Phil Bird  2. Scott Lennon 3. Tim Mellor 

Thermal Task A  1. Rob Benton  2. Tim Mellor  3. Scott Lennon 

7 Cell  Elect.  1. Scott Lennon 2. D Whitten  3. Bob Hickman 

F3F  Slope Pylon Cancelled due to NO wind, a LARGE Wedgie and a very potent  

  incoming electrical storm on the top of Mt. Hollowback. 
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Airborne 140 of February 1996 in the 'On Silent Wings' column by Paul Ferguson contains an 

evergreen topic on what is or ain't a glider. 
LETTERS 

 The first letter this month is from Bill Tinker in South West Rocks, NSW.  For those of 

you who are unaware, Bill was the original columnist for On Silent Wings from No. 16 Spring 

1976, to No 59, Sept-Oct 1983. Bill, while offering encouragement, takes me to task on my 

definition of a glider in my second column, I defined a glider as "a motorless aeroplane for 

gliding from a higher level to a lower level by the action of gravity or from a lower level to a 

higher level by the action of air currents (source Macquarie Concise Dictionary)." 

 I concluded that a glider, in modelling terms, could be: 

a. A purpose built RC Thermal Soarer, 

b. A purpose built Slope Soarer, 

c. A purpose built RC Hand Launched Glider, 

d. A purpose build FF Towline Glider, 

e. A purpose built FF Hand Launched Glider (outdoor or indoor), 

f. A motor (IC or electric) powered RC model in the glide, 

g. A motor (IC, electric or rubber) powered FF model in the glide, 

h. A Cl model in the glide, 

i. A model parachute. 

 Bill says that he would like to continue on the long battle of words that he was having 

with the then Electric columnist, Jack Black.  Jack has since passed away (that's one way to 

terminate an argument), but I seem to have re-ignited an interesting subject.  Bill and Jack 

were discussing if there can be such a thing as an electric glider (item f in my list). 

 Bill's letter is very long, so I cannot publish all of it, but I will include the important 

couple of paragraphs. 

 "Having provided the Macquarie definition of a glider, you then proceed to list aircraft 

types which DO NOT FIT THAT DEFINITION!  There is common confusion between a MOTOR and 

POWER or ENERGY.  Fuzzy logic may be very well within computer language, but I'm fighting for 

my mother tongue, which is being fuzzed out of existence - nobody, even journalists, seem to 

know the difference between LESS and FEW or NUMBER and AMOUNT, and so on, ad 

nauseam.  Language needs to be clear, concise and accurate if correct communication is to be 

achieved.  What you have tried to infer (aided and abetted by the Editor) is that anything that 

flies can, at some stage, be classified as a glider.  Incidentally that includes a brick launched 

from the top floor low side of the Tower of Pisa! 

 "Jack got very irate when I insisted that a model with a motor can in no way be 

described as a glider - but it's true.  The definition includes the word MOTORLESS; that is 

WITHOUT A MOTOR.  Any dictionary defines a MOTOR as 'that which receives and modifies 

energy in order to drive machinery".  So anything airworthy that carries an energy converter of 

some kind cannot be a glider.  Therefore items f, g. and h on your list are out!" 

 That's the relevant part of Bill's letter.  Now let's turn to the letter from Ross Faggotter of 

Laura in SA.  Ross says: "At this point I must take you to task over your definition of "What is a 

Glider?"  Firstly you extracted from the Macquarie Dictionary "A glider is a motorless aeroplane 

...."  My dictionary says "A glider is an aircraft similar to an aeroplane, but without a motor". 

 "Note the 'motorless' and 'without a motor' bits.  Therefore, the moment you add a 

motor, IC or Electric, your plane is not motorless, so it is not a glider. No matter who calls a 7 

cell or a 10 cell model, or even a 27 cell F3B model, an electric glider, by dictionary definition, 

they are all wrong.  Your bit about ".... in the gliding phase, becomes a glider!"  Wrong!!!  It still 

has a motor, running or not.  Would you still claim that a F-86 Sabre or a SAAB Viggin, with a 

flame out, is suddenly a glider? 

 I think not!!!  Your first 5 examples are correct, but from f on, NO WAY!!!" 

 Now, I must approach Bill's and Ross's comments with an open mind. However I think 

that the problem is that the English language has such a loose syntax that it is almost 

impossible to pin down a true definition of anything.  Just look at any legal document.  If the 
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lawyers find it so hard to cover all their bases, what hope have we? 

 I must return to the most convincing argument that I know of to support my point of 

view.  Next time you get tired of flying your F3A RC aerobatics rocket off a runway, take off the 

propeller, go down to your local slope in a brisk 25 knot breeze and throw it off.  After enjoying 

a long quiet flying session for absolutely no outlay, think about whether you were flying a power 

model or a glider.  Is the expensive lump of ballast mounted up the front a motor or just a 

means of keeping the centre of gravity in the correct position? 

 I argue that you are flying a glider, and are in no different a position than if the model 

had run out of fuel (thank God, silence).  The only difference is that, in the latter case, you have 

a stationary propeller that slightly destroys the L/D ratio.  Just as an afterthought, don't forget 

to lower the retracts before you land on the slope. 

 Editor's Note.  Who remembers the Gibli glider, the 767 that ran out of fuel on a scheduled 

RPT flight a couple of years ago?  For those who cherish our language, it appears that our 

inventiveness has let us down.  When we invented a solid state electronic valve we call it a 

transistor. Having combined to make a hybrid machine, we should accept the hybrid term, motor 

glider.  The FAI does! 

"Reprinted by the kind permission of Airborne Magazine". 

 

April 1996 - Nic Wright (Past World Champion F3B) visits VARMS as part of a visit to Australia 

giving lectures on Glider design, model Construction and flying techniques. 

Aspectivity 280, June 1996 reports the possible use of Lewellan Reserve (Cathies lane) as an 

alternative flying site.  (The current High Street Road site and Lewellan Reserve are too close to 

operate at the same time without specific frequency allocation to each site). 

 

….. From Aspectivity 279, May 1996 

BACK TO BEVERIDGE 

31st March 1996. 

 Back in 1995 Col Collyer suggested it might be a good idea to hold a vintage scale outing at 

Mt. Frazer, Beveridge, some 45 Km north of Melbourne on the Hume highway. 

 As Barry and Ted DeKuyper, VARMS members, are regular fliers at this site they were 

aware of the historical significance this site held as it was the home of the Gliding club of Victoria 

for some fifteen years from about 1935, with regular slope and thermal soaring being conducted. 

(This was 1 : 1 aircraft) 

It was agreed that it would be a good idea to invite as many of the glider pilots of that era to return 

to Beveridge and in some small way, relive their experiences, and witness some slope soaring from 

models representing the types that they flew from the site during that period. 

 At this stage I must thank Charlie Lambeth, VARMS member and Life Member of the 

GCV, who spread the word far and wide and who is still in contact with many of the pilots who 

flew sailplanes from this site. 

 The plan was for everyone to meet at the Beveridge Post Office/Pub around 11 am and we 

would take things from there. Our arrival around 10.30 surprised us somewhat as many pilots had 

already gathered and were deep in conversation, talking of old times and re-introducing themselves.  

By eleven o’clock a substantial number of people had arrived and it was suggested they venture into 

the Pub, to have a bite to eat and view a video covering film footage taken during the GCV’s 

activities from the site during the thirties and forties.  This gave us modellers time to assemble our 

machines at the base of the western slope and start the leg breaking climb to the launch point at the 

top of the hill.  I’m glad that we don’t fly here often, it sure shows up one’s lack of fitness, 

especially carrying all your gear together with a large model. 

 On our arrival at the top we were able to regain our breath and sat around talking for 

sometime as there wasn’t enough wind to sustain the type of models we intended to fly.  The wind 

was from the south-west at around two knots. 

 By around one o’clock many of the glider pilots had arrived at the top of the hill courtesy of 
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a 4 wheel drive vehicle which had been made available by the present owner of the site.  It was also 

interesting to note that many had decided not to take advantage of the vehicle ride but actually 

walked up the western slope, which is the steepest side; this in itself was a historical act as many of 

the climbers were in their seventies. 

 The opportunity was taken to film the assembled veterans and discuss various aspects of 

Sailplane operations from Beveridge so many years ago.  As the afternoon wore on those fliers with 

models were able to manage some respectable soaring flights, which made the walk up the hill 

worthwhile. 

 The following is a précis of the fliers who attended: 

Ian Kinross  early GCV member, 2nd World War fighter pilot and builder of a Dragonfly. 

Mervin Davies  early Coode Island and Beveridge pilot and aeromodeller. 

Mal Alexander early GCV member and instructor and more recently a prize winner in the  

   Birdman rally. 

Ernie Smith  early glider pilot and member of the Smith family who owned the property 

   the club operated from.  Current RC glider builder/flyer from Echuca. 

Geoff Richardson & wife Bettye, designer/builder of a primary glider and the Golden Sailplane 

   which flew at Beveridge. 

Alan Patching  long standing VMFG member, glider pilot/instructor and present owner of 

   the Golden Eagle. (The oldest registered flying sailplane in Aust.).  First flew 

   in 1937.  (Colin Collyer has a flying model of the Golden Eagle). 

Leo Dowling  early GCV member who flew at Beveridge and past owner/builder of Blue 

   Grunau Baby sailplane on which the Geoff Hearn quarter scale model is  

   based. 

Ken Davies  founding member of GCV in 1929.  Prolific builder of gliders, namely  

   Primary, Hutter H17, Olympia and in later years a Woodstock, and also had 

   the distinction of wrecking the GCV Primary in the mid 30’s at Beveridge  

   and flew continuously at the site until the end of the war.  Held the new  

   Australian altitude & Victorian distance records, from a shock cord launch at 

   Beveridge attaining an altitude of 3700’ and covering 17 miles, landing at  

   Nth. Essendon in 1938 in the “Grey Grunau”. 

Reg McConnell GCV member and pilot since the later 30’s flew GCV machines at   

   Beveridge, instructor, old modeller and survivor of a terrifying flight in a  

   Grunau baby in the 1950’s at Benalla, where he was sucked up into a thunder 

   storm and on his return to the airfield his face was covered in blood from hail 

   stones which peppered his face. 

Dick Duckworth Film maker extraordinaire, glider builder, instructor, winch designer and  

   builder, started the Australian Gliding Association, producer of a co- 

   ordinated newsletter for the Glider movement during the 1930-40’s, before 

   the establishment of the GFA.  Many gliders were built and repaired at  

   Dick’s place at Seddon during the early years, Secretary and Auditor at  

   different times for the GCV. 

Ian Robertson  early GCV pilot who flew at Beveridge, Lancaster crew member during  

   WW2 who was shot down over Germany and became a prisoner of war. 

Dave Darbyshire GCV President for approx 8 years, flew regularly with GCV.  Builder co- 

   ordinator of the club’s T31 project.  Has run his own airline, also builder of a 

   Primary Glider, Pitts Special and Skybolt Biplane homebuilds. 

Keith (Brolly) Chamberlain holder of an Australian altitude record by flying up the side of a  

   thunderstorm in a Grunau Baby at Benalla. 

Jack Hearn  flew often at Beveridge in club machines, one of the three Hearn brothers  

   who flew with GCV.  Later commanded a squadron of Boomerang fighters in 

   the Solomon Islands. 

Bruce Hearn (Jnr) son of the late Keith Hearn who was an instructor with the GCV and flew at 
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   Beveridge and who helped finance and build the club’s first two seater  

   (Merlin).Bruce is an active GCV Glider Pilot and presently owns and flies a 

   DH-82 Tiger Moth which he has restored. 

Graham Barton brother of Jim Barton, the longest serving President of the GCV, himself a 

   glider pilot of many years experience and GCV Treasurer for many years. 

Ted DeKuyper  early GCV member who did some initial training on Primary Gliders and in 

   the Merlin Sailplane, co-ordinator of the days activities. 

Jim Fullarton  long standing aeromodeller, early glider builder/pilot with VMFG, still active 

   in aeromodelling. 

Vern Rosenfealt current GCV instructor/tug pilot and sailplane owner, longstanding GCV  

   member who instructed the author in his early stages of training.  

Charlie Lambeth VARMS member, first joined the GCV in December 1938, held the  

   Australian single seat duration record set at Beveridge on 20/11/43 at 9 hours 

   51 minutes in the “Grey Grunau”, also held the two seater record in the  

   Merlin at Beveridge at 1 hour 5 minutes.  Life Member of the GCV and still 

   active in Gliders at the age of 75. 

 From feedback received from those who attended the day, it was a resounding success and it 

is hoped that in the near future, we can again organised a similar get together, 

  Gliding forever, 

    Geoff Hearn. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1995-96 Membership – 197 Members 
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1996 - 97 
The Committee 

President  Tom Wickers  Secretary  Graham Johnson 

Treasurer  Tim Morland  Editor   Tim Wilkin 

Contest Director Gerry Carter  Ordinary Member Graham Gibson 

Publicity  Jim Robertson  Fund raising/ 

      Site Liaison        Graham Partridge 

The Stan Mason Memorial   Graham Gibson was selected as 

 

“Gentleman’s Award”,   “Clubman of the Year”. 

 

presented to Tim Mellor. 

 

 

August 96 - Des Bayliss takes over Training School organising from Ross Bathie. 

 

 
14 Sept. 1996 - Indoor Competition - Monash University:- 

Chuck Glider Harry Sokol 15 secs  Scale Rubber Adolf Haas 1 min 55 secs 

Rubber Graeme Flood 33, 46 & 47 secs One Model Reg Neville 17 secs 

R/C Electric Neil Hardiman  Facetmobile Best Flight Jim Fullerton 12 mins 

Most Unusual  Arthur Smith Ornithopter 

15 Sept.1996 - P.S.S. Fun Fly at Mt Hollowback:- 

17 pilots attended with a total of 28 models - Results (by vote of all participants):- 

(See Contest for full results) 

PROPELLER Aircraft 
Max McCullough  Douglas C-47    1st 

    Supermarine Spitfire 

    Messerschmitt Me-109 

    Consolidated PBY-5 Catalina 

Stephen Anderson  Supermarine Spitfire   2nd 

    Mitsubishi AM-6 Zero 

    North American P-51D Mustang 

Glen Salisbury   Messerschmitt Me-109 B-4  3rd 

    North American P-51D Mustang 

JET Aircraft 
Max McCullough  Republic A-10 Thunderbolt II 1st 

Rob Lewis   Vought A-7 Corsair II   =2nd 

Glenn Salisbury  GAF Canberra    =2nd 
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HI-TECH GLIDER TROPHY - BRIGGS FIELD - 13 OCTOBER 1996 

One of the best attended events of recent years, a total of 27 people flew, 18 competing for the Hi-

Tech Trophy (Sponsored by Model Engines) with 2 channel models and 9 in the (Open) third leg of 

the Thermal League. Results: 

 

VMAA Update (Newsletter) of December 1996 contained the following item on Keyboards: 

A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE KEYBOARD 

 The keyboard system concept was the brain child of Bob Young of Silvertone Electronics 

around 1970. At that time we were operating on 27 Meg. - 6 spots, 40 KHz apart.  With the 

advancement in R/C technology we soon had 20 KHz equipment, this was a giant leap forward for 

R/c systems since it meant the 6 channel limitation on 27 Meg. went to 12. At that time frequency 

control was by the use of coloured pegs (clothes pegs) clipped to your T/X antennae.  The rule of 

the field was "no peg no fly".  But fliers used to bring along "spare pegs" and the inevitable would 

and did happen, two "spare pegs" in use at the same time equalled disaster. 

 As well as its other limitations, the peg system could not manage the then new requirement 

for simultaneous operation of 40KHz and 27KHz systems at the 20 KHz spacing.  Bob Young at 

great personal effort and expense, developed the concept of the keyboard system.  This overcame 

all the shortcomings of the peg system.  His next and what turned out to be a greater task was 

gaining the modelling fraternity's acceptance of the keyboard concept. 

 With the MAAA's standardisation of the keyboard in 1982, we now do not have a problem 

with the implementation of the new frequency allocations. 

 In handling bandwidth control, the keyboard utilises the width of the frequency key as a 

measure of the R/C systems bandwidth requirements.  The broader the system bandwidth the wider 

the key.  In the early days 40KHz systems had 100mm keys, 30KHz had 75mm & 20KHz had 

50mm keys. 

 This meant that if the keyboard slots are at 20KHz spacing (50mm) then a 40KHz key could 

not be inserted in a frequency slot where the adjacent channel was already occupied by a 20Khz 

key.  Now we are faced with the control of 20KHz bandwidth systems in a frequency spectrum 

having frequency allocations at 10KHz spacing. 

 Now with the new system if a flyer has inserted his key into the slot provided for one of the 

new channels eg. 630, if flyers 629 or 631 try to insert their keys into the keyboard they will be 

blocked out by 630.  The keyboard will ensure that no two 20KHz sets can be operated with less 

than 20KHz frequency spacing between them. 

(NOTE: As at 2001 VARMS prohibits the use of 'even' numbered frequencies as their use is in a 

minority, blocks out "two" of the more commonly used 'odd' numbered frequencies and the fact that 

10KHz spacing between frequencies if still a long way from being a workable reality). 

 

Airborne 150, Dec '96 - Jan '97 (Page 63), makes a contribution here courtesy of Paul Ferguson "On 

Silent Wings.' 

 
CONTEST FLYERS     V     SPORT FLYERS 

 As time goes by the gulf between the sport flyer and the contest flyer seems to become 

wider.  When I started flying RC Gliders in the early 70's, the contest flyer and the sport flyer 

were one and the same.  Anyone with enough experience could go out with their Graupner 

Cirrus or Aquila, and have as much chance of winning as the next flyer.  We were all in our late 

teens or early 20's then, and we all seemed to have a bottomless bucket of spare time.  It was 

nothing to spend two days of every weekend flying and socialising.  Even our wives enjoyed the 

flying, but that was before the kids arrived! 

 These days everyone seems to have so little free time.  Even the unmarried flyers try 

and fit too many different activities into their lives.  It is this factor that has formed the gulf 

between the contest and sport flyers. 
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 The average sport modeller is a very self-centred person who wants only to do what 

takes their fancy at the time that is most convenient.  This is very easy to understand because 

they have so little time, and they wish to use it in the most effective way to their maximum 

enjoyment.  Sport flyers may occasionally enter a contest, but cannot be bothered with complex 

rules.  Because they see flying as a relaxing activity, they cannot see the point of regimenting 

everything that they do.  They spend just enough money and time to get a model into the air, 

and even that may have taken a lot of creative accounting to get it past the wife.  For this 

reason they are not prepared to take any risks with their model and will only fly when 

conditions are ideal. 

 On the other hand, the contest flyer has decided to go and make his mark on the sport.  

He may have a whole fleet of models (some of them all-moulded) to suit all possible weather 

conditions.  Some of the models may be the result of hundreds of hours of development time.  

He will have at least one winch (maybe two), and practices whenever he can.  Because of the 

time and money that he has invested, he wants every eventuality covered by the rules of a 

contest or the local flying site.  On the other hand, he wonders why all the sport flyers cannot 

get enthused by all these regulations, and why they oppose any spending of club funds on the 

contest related activities of the club! 

 I have noticed this gulf widening as each year passes, no doubt due to all my mates now 

having teenage kids who demand more and more time, as well as the general pace of life 

increasing.  There is no easy solution to this problem short of ensuring that all types of 

members are catered for within the MAAA structure 

(Editor's note.  There is no problem here; just one of the facts of life.) 

..... and O. S. W. continues on in a similar vein on another well discussed topic ..... 
 

LAUNCH HEIGHT 

As the general strength of models increases and the average flying skills increase, the 

launching heights achieved at contests are becoming more and more of a problem.  It has 

reached the stage where at most contests the average modeller with a traditional balsawood-

plastic covered model cannot hope to compete on equal terms.  The strong, high performance 

models can exceed the launch heights of the traditional models by so much that they more 

than make up for any deficiencies in their thermalling ability;  a deficiency that is becoming 

more and more difficult to see as the models improve.  On top of this, they can roam the skies 

to such an extent than any lift will be found.   The flyer of the traditional model must make 

a decision to search in one area before they launch.  If they do not find lift, their models do not 

have the performance to fly to another part of the sky and they must therefore either accept 

their flight time or re-launch. 

 The only solution for the traditional modeller is either to join the high technology group 

and compete on equal terms, or try to change the rules to limit the launch heights by adopting 

weak links in the winch line or reducing the power of the winches. 

 This debate will not be concluded in the near future.  My view is that we should leave 

the high technology route to F3B and F3J, as they are regulated International classes.  

However, we need to change the rules of the Australian Open Thermal class to allow both high 

tech and traditional models the chance to compete equally, and it is my belief that the only way 

is to reduce the power of winches by increasing the resistance of the motors to the point where 

ping launches are not possible. 

.... and on the same topic from the same column in a previous Airborne (146 - August 1996), 

we have the following; 

 The following is a letter that I received from Martin Simons in relation to my proposed 

new rules for Thermal Soaring event.  For those who do not know, Martin rarely takes part in 

contests because he does not feel motivated by the format of the traditional Task A event. 

 " Your recent remarks in Airborne about thermal soaring events always seemed to me 

that thermal soaring contests should be thermal soaring contests.  It is a pity that the existing 

rule have directed so much attention to the launch and the launching apparatus. 
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 I was at Jerilderie over the Easter weekend, where it was demonstrated by Nic Wright 

and others that, with the right launching technique, a modern F3B multi task model can win 

the traditional type of thermal soaring event without actually having to do any soaring. 

Providing that the air is not actually sinking, the model can stay in the air for long enough to 

achieve the maximum permitted time.  Even if the air for a particular hear is bad all round, the 

model which is highest after the launch is most likely to win. 

(History compiler's note: World F3B Champion Joe Wurts has been quoted as saying "He who 

launches highest, Wins", and he should know). 
 Given the kind of launch altitudes measured by Nic Wright, between 220 and 250 

metres, to achieve an eight minute flight requires a sinking rate of about 27 metres per minute, 

or about 1.5 feet per second.  Calculations published recently in the American magazine, RC 

Soaring Digest, show that a lightweight floater model, like the old Olympic 2, can achieve this 

sink rate.  An Olympic cannot safely be winch launched at 250 km/h, however. 

 A modern F3B model has about the same minimum rate of sink, but it can be launched 

to much greater heights, so it will, if well flown, beat the lightweight every time in the same air.  

This has had the effect of concentrating all attention on the launching apparatus and the 

launch technique and turned us away from thermal soaring. 

 A thermal soaring contest should be won by a person who can most skilfully locate and 

use thermals for soaring.  I can think of a competition in which competitors' attention and 

ingenuity could be directed in this way.  (Martin goes on to detail an extended, closed circuit, on 

foot style of X-country competition that has not been reprinted here). 

"Printed by kind permission of Airborne Magazine." 

 

Victorian State Thermal Titles - Brigg's Field 27 April 1997, 

A smoothly run event with 27 entrants having a good days flying in very good conditions.  Five 

rounds were flown with the best four to count towards the final score as per the Aus. Open Thermal 

Rules. 

1st  Tim Mellor 4000 pts, equal 2nd Gerry Carter & Max Kroger 3997 pts.(See Contests) 

May 1997 - Runways laid down at Brigg's Field for the initial introduction of Power (Internal 

Combustion) aircraft. 

1 June 1997, Open Day at Brigg's Field with almost all forms of model aircraft flown on the day, 

Aero-towing, Electric flight, Helicopters, Competition gliders, Sport power and Chuck gliders, all 

flew at the field during the day.  Over 100 people enjoyed the day with VARMS providing a 

barbeque lunch.  The Power field strips, Glider area, Hut surrounds and car-park are now serviced 

by a recently purchased ride-on mower. 

L. S. F. Tournament - Jerilderie - 7/8/9 June 1997: 

1st  Alan Mayhew (VARMS),  Winning Team - VARMS (Tim Mellor, Alan Mayhew, Des Bayliss, 

Gerry Carter, Scott Lennon, Greg Voak). 

 

HITEC TROPHY OPEN EVENT 

1. Max Kroger 1919 1. Rod Watkins 4931 

2. Des Bayliss 1855 2. Gerry Carter 4884 

3. Jim Robertson 1516 3. Alan Mayhew 4853 

 

 

 

1996-97 Membership – 174 Members 
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1997 - 98 
The Committee 

President  Tom Wickers  Secretary  Max Haysom 

Treasurer  (Vacant)     & Barry Dundas 

Contest Director Peter Cossins  Editor   Alan Connelly 

Fund raising     Committee Members Jim Robertson 

& Site Liaison  Graham Partridge    /John Gottschalk 

AGM – Des Bayliss awarded  

 

Clubman of the Year. 

 

 

July 1997 saw the 50th Nationals (for 1996/97) held at Darwin N.T.: 

Thermal 1. Rob Benton  2. Brett Solanov 3. Graham Roberts 

F3J  1. Rob Benton  2. Alan Mayhew 3. Brett Solanov 

HLG  1. Ray Pike  2. Theo Merrifield 3. (Miss) Kieren Pike 

 

September 1997 - World F3B Championships - Ankara, Turkey. The team to represent Australia 

was Gerry Carter & Tim Mellor from VARMS, & Greg Voak (W.A.). 

The following excerpt from Gerry Carter's very complete and detailed report is included to 

demonstrate some of the things that can happen during International competitions. 

 "The first days practice was not good, I managed to destroy another glider (leaving two, one 

new, one borrowed) and an hour later Gregg did the same thing, destroying a brand new Calypso 

Cobra.  Tim gave his model its maiden flight without mishap and sorted out some problems with his 

winch which had been run, but never used to launch a model before.  The second days practice at 

this field was safe.  No mishaps.  Greg elected not to fly. 

 The first Official Practice day at the Official field arrived.  Winches were set up downwind 

and pilots were routinely towing around to the other side of the turnarounds and launching back into 

wind, something we had heard about but never done or even seen before, however, we tried and got 

better as the day progressed." 

 

October 1997 - State Slope Championships held as a Pylon only event. 

 

The U-2 - A Postscript 
To commence this topic with a nostalgic trip back into time: 

Aspectivity 201 April '89 reports that at the March General Meeting a 'Club project" was initiated 

by Jim Robertson, being the building of a PSS Lockheed U-2 with the following specifications:  

  Wing Span 4480mm 14ft 8in 

  Length  2210  7ft 3in 

  Root chord 490mm 1ft 7 1/2in 

  Tip chord 130mm       5in 

 

(from Aspectivity 294 - October 1997 - Author anonymous) 

 For relatively new members or those lucky enough to have forgotten, the U-2 was a 

VARMS Club project to build a biggish scale glider trainer!  This was way back in the early 

nineties or should that be the roaring early nineties, as it needed a roaring gale on the slope to fly.  

And she flew. 

 Like most democratic committee/group projects the various compromises made in its design 

and constructions resulted in it exceeding its design weight of 25 lbs by, I am reliably informed, 

some 23 lbs.  The two amazing things though are that it was eventually finished, a TAD overweight, 

but finished, and the thing flew! 

 Flight for the U2 though was fraught with a fair degree of peril and some comedy.  The 
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nominated pilot was usually on Rohypnol (at least) and the launch crew, the runners, grunters and 

heavers, looked like a bunch of caber tossing sumo wrestlers trying to run in step whilst grunting 

and heaving the beast into the air. 

Resurrection 
 Whilst at Tom's (Wickers) factory cadging a bit of welding a month or so ago the subject of 

the long deceased U2 came up in general conversation with the half a dozen members present.  It 

was decided to drag its remains out of its tomb in the loft and have a post mortem.  With hindsight, 

I should have forgotten about the welding, excused myself and gone straight to the pub.  More fool 

me. 

 Well, decency prevents an accurate description of her condition, but to say it was stuffed is 

pretty close to the mark, although more colourful terms were used.  Someone offered to "shoot her 

and put her out of her misery". 

 I don't know the aeronautical term, but in yachting parlance the fuselage "hogged" about 

20% in any direction and when placed on her end about half a bucket of crushed foam bits, big 

chunks of balsa, assorted bits of servo's cascaded from her tail pipe.  The main impact from the 

fence post that somewhat spoilt her last landing had been taken at the junction of the fuselage and 

the left wing root and this obviously sudden stop had somehow removed the bottom of the fuselage 

'in toto".  The right wing had shattered the foam, balsa and glass, but was repairable.  The left wing 

you could not complain about because only the stump of the wing root remained.  Tail section was 

fair, but had numerous impact cracks and the tail cone was missing, as was the canopy, the wing 

joiner bar, hatches etc., etc. 

 The end result of the post mortem was that she was dead, finito, deceased, passed on, gone 

to God, etc., and was not even good barbeque fuel due to the amount of foam, fibreglass, paint and 

plasticine(?) in her.  Someone suggested the dumpster.  One thing was for sure and that was that she 

was not going to fly no more, no more. 

 One dill, nevertheless, felt that she deserved better than the ignominy of the dreaded 

dumpster and stupidly suggested restoring her as a sort of static, i.e. not flying, display model, as 

she represented a rare example of a committee designed club project that actually worked.  I 

recalled that she had been built by nearly 40 club members working together as a team (excuse the 

cynicism) for once. 

 First problem, the missing tail cone.  It eventually turned up under some boxes tucked away 

under a cupboard.  The main spar was never found (apparently in her altercation with the fence post 

it had bent like a set of bicycle handlebars).  The horrid plasticine had been added by some 

misguided individual who had plans of taking a glass mould off her fuselage but had given up after 

adding about 2 lbs of the stuff to the jet intake area.  If anybody knows of a paint that will "take" 

over plasticine soaked balsa and foam let me know - I used 2 litres of various solvents trying to get 

it out without dissolving what was left of the foam at the same time - hours of time. 

 I shall not mention any of those present at the time who said "strewth mate, if you want a 

hand to do her up, let me know mate", I did and they didn't. 

 I will mention "One Stop Plastics" at Ardena court, East Bentleigh, where Dave Cook gave 

me yards of 2oz cloth and pots of Epoxy, cans of Bog etc., free, and Peter at Waverley Hobbies who 

gave me lots of bits and pieces nearly for free.  Gentlemen, the pair of them. 

 Now she is a U2 again, or as much as she ever was and is in roughly the same shape as when 

she was built in the first place. 

 I shall not mention what she has cost me for fear of incurring the wrath of the club solicitor 

for not putting in a budget, bless him. 

Conclusion 

 Anyhow, the alternatives were dumpster or static display model and the latter is the case.  

She represents an historic project by the club and I hope her condition meets with general approval, 

especially if you appreciate what I had and didn't have to start with.  Her colours are those I 

remember of the ones that were based at Laverton in the late fifties or early sixties.  Some sod has 

got the club book on the U2 and despite all efforts, is not telling - all I have is a couple of black and 
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white photos and some small 3 views.  I would like, even at the risk of losing my anonymity, to 

request the loan of any and all videos (short term - priority post return) that members may have of 

her construction, first launch, first flight (the Graham Sullivan one), her subsequent flights, prangs, 

flights, crashes and last flights.  I know that they are out there because I've seen them and really 

would like to make a half hour record of her and the effort that went into building her for posterity 

(a long time even).  See Jim Robertson please. 

 Name of author withheld on request. 

 

FAI & ASAC 
(If you follow Australian teams at International competitions to any degree, you may seem a little 

confused when the Australian team is seen to fly under the banner of ASAC.  The following 

article taken from the VMAA Newsletter of December 1997 shows why this is so!) 

Federation Aeronautique Internationale is the organisation at the top of our structure, administering 

all types of aero sports including aeromodelling.  All countries are affiliated to the FAI through 

their respective National Aero Club.  Australia’s NAC being the Australian Sport Aviation 

Confederation.  This year our affiliation to ASAC cost $3.00 per member and this allows us access 

to International rules and participation in International Competitions amongst many other benefits, 

including liaison with Government Departments. 

 

February 1998 - VARMS celebrates its 30th Anniversary 
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THE VARMS AIRSHOW 

1 March 1998 - VARMS holds an Airshow at Brigg's Field, Budget outlay $6,645.00. 

(See field layout as per information 

leaflet) 

 

The following is "A retrospective view 

by John Gottschalk", 

Planning/Operations &  

Co-ordination. 

Our objectives were: 

1. To promote all facets of Model 

Aviation, result: Achieved. 

2. To consolidate our presence at 

Martin Brigg's Field, result: Achieved. 

3. To support the City of Knox 

Community Support Services, result 

achieved to a lesser extent  than 

expected. 

4. To raise funds for necessary 

improvements to the field, result: as per 

3. 

 

The overall analysis of all details 

regarding the planning, preparation and 

execution of the event is currently 

being done and the results will be 

available in due course, however here 

are a few items worth mentioning. 

The Highs, not necessarily in order of 

preference. 

a) The high level of support and 

interest to participate by 38 pilots 

invited with 35 actually taking part. 

b) The magnificent preparation 

and running of the Transmitter pound 

by Reg Neville/Wolfgang Schmidt 

with his frequency scanner.  Several 

models were saved from disaster after 

constant interference was detected on 

channel 36.150 

c) The total professional layout 

and operation of the P.A. system, 

donated on the day by the one and 

only Angelo Favoloro, whose 

expertise in all matters of sound and 

acoustics played a great part in the 

total outcome.  Our Principal 

commentators were Peter Cossins and 

Neil Bathie (L.D.M.F.A.), who 

provided a first class commentary all 

day long, with occasional support 

from Cliff McIver, a difficult job well 
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done. 

d) The setting up and running of the static display by our own Dieter Prussner, the actual 

founder of V.A.R.M.S. in 1968.  Ask anyone who ventured into the big Marquee and had a look at 

the displays.  The favourable comments by experienced model aviation experts were very pleasing 

indeed. 

e) Receiving the great news at 9 p.m. the night before the show that a distinguished helicopter 

pilot was on his way from Shepparton (where a Heli-Fest was in progress) to participate in our 

event.  All this, after months of inquiries and endless phone calls to persuade the helicopter 

fraternity to take part.  Up to that time, Ian Cole was the only rotor power item on our flying 

program.  Many thanks to Damian Mould who so proficiently filled that worrying gap. 

f) The program and general information leaflet handed out to the public at the gate, 

Composition and Artwork by Ralph Learmont, Printing and Folding by Neville Leo.  Fellas you are 

indispensable. 

g) The two ladies at the gate, Monika and girlfriend looking after the tickets and change 

dispensation.  A fantastic job. 

h) Ah, yes, our new V.A.R.M.S. flag, more on the behind the scene story at the next club 

meeting on 13 March. 

i) The great job done by the glider training team.  Des Bayliss and his crew were flat out all 

day due to the phenomenal interest by the public in the "hands-on-time".  They did all they could 

and more, it shall not be forgotten. 

j) The almost superhuman efforts before and on the day by some V.A.R.M.S. members and 

members of other clubs who helped doing all the necessary tasks for this display - A VERY BIG 

THANK YOU TO YOU ALL. 

k) Our security staff on night duty (3 nights), Morrie Watts, Prue Cook and her dog and Chris.  

Report - no incidents.  Result - nothing damaged, nothing lost, what more could you ask. 

l) Who was everywhere at any time?  Yes it was Bill Denheld with his video camera, who 

kindly agreed to spend all day capturing the happenings on the field for posterity.  (More of that at 

the next meeting).  A great effort. 

m) The bloke responsible for the weather on the day.  How much do we owe him?  Seriously, 

the weather statistics for this time of the year pointed to a 1:26 chance for bad weather, another 

reason why the 1st of March was chosen. 

n) Jim French, retired Auto Electrician and his amazing home build, true replica of the very 

first motor car ever built, the 1885 Benz 3 wheeler.  What does it take to acquire the necessary 

documentation in the first place, and then actually undertake the building of such a historically 

important machine ?  Motivation, skill and endurance - nothing less!  Jim, we will have you any 

time again, God willing!  A marvellous attraction enjoyed by lots of spectators and kids and parents 

who were fortunate to get a ride on your masterpiece. 

0) Where would you have to go to see an own designed, own build 7 cylinder, 350cc radial 

engine, driving a 42" propeller, actually running in front of your unbelieving eyes ?  20 feet south of 

the commentary enclosure!  Paul Chernikeeff demonstrated his creation with well-earned pride; a 

world class exhibit no doubt.  Having followed the genesis of the marvel for a number of years, I 

finally went and heard it running!  Model aviation will never be the same again!  Congratulations 

Paul! 

p) Safety!  The radio controlled flying displays were performed with great proficiency, 

particularly considering the crosswind situation, which was somewhat interesting but was handled 

very well by everybody.  All pilots are being congratulated on their safe conduct and competence.  

No doubt the relative low damage occurrence to aircraft was the result of this.  Our sincere 

condolences to Ron Schulz who has the misfortune of having his aircraft destroyed in a mid-air 

collision during the R. C. combat sequence.  Apart from this and a few undercarriage incidents, 

mostly due to the condition of the runways, the level of the glue should not have altered much! 

q) The public behaved very well indeed, rubbish was disposed of responsibly and the clean up 

on Monday was a relatively easy job (contrary to expectations) with the help of anti-wasp spray, our 
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practical rubbish receptacles were collected and disposed of in a jiffy. 

r) Total strangers as well as experienced model aviation experts offered their complimentary 

comments with a big smile on their faces, to me the ultimate proof that we are on the right track. 

The following participants were elected by the public to receive trophies in 6 categories: - 

Best Glider - Kestrel 17 by Bill Denheld 

Best Electric Powered Aircraft - Hercules by Cam Wylie 

Best Combustion - Fokker D7 by Norm Bell 

Best Flying Display - "Jam" by Cliff McIver 

Best Aircraft of the Show - Sabre F86 Jet Fighter by Dennis Dracup 

Special Award - 7 Cylinder 360cc home build Radial Engine by Paul Chernikeeff 

Our congratulations to all recipients. 

The Lows 

Yes, we had them too. One of them was the collapse of the driveway entrance with some cars 

getting bogged.  Tom Wickers, with quick, alert action pulled an adjoining fence post, single 

handed, out of the ground and created a new driveway.  That's what you call crisis management!  

Tom will tell you about some other experiences he had in preparation for the show at the March 

meeting. 

The other lows are being thoroughly analysed, investigated and "Watergated" by the committee.  

Believe me we are fully aware of the necessary changes that have to take place in order to achieve a 

better result in the future, if there should be another V.A.R.M.S. Model Aviation Air Show. 

All you guys who came forward to help prepare and run the show, my most sincere thank you to all 

of you, 

Yours truly 

  John Gottschalk 

 

April 1998 had the 51st (1997/98) Nationals being held at Waikerie S.A.: 

F3B  1. Greg Voak  2. Steve Keep  3. Tim Mellor 

Thermal 1. Graham Garner 2. Steve Keep  3. Mal Pring 

F3J  1. Steve Keep  2. Rob Benton  3. R Cant 

 

The May 1998 issue of Aspectivity was the 300th of the series. 
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1998 - 99 
The Committee 

President  Des Bayliss   Secretary  Ian Slack 

Treasurer  Richard Weil   Editor   Colin Smith 

Contest Director Peter Cossins   Ordinary Member John Gottschalk 

*Co-opted Members:-     Ordinary Member Jim Robertson 

*Registrar  Geoff Moore   *Sites Liaison  Max Haysom 

 

At the AGM John Gottschalk was awarded 

 

The VARMS Clubman Award 

 

 

10 - 15 August 1998 - FIRST World F3J Championships 

(Time 10 - 15 Aug.'98., location: Fish Meadow, Worcestershire County, England - 81 Entrants.) 

  1. Joe Wurts  USA Diamond RG15 

  2. Jan Kahout  CZE Pike Plus RG15 

  3. Arend Borst  CAN Gazelle RG12A 

  4. Skip Miller  USA Emerald SD 7037 

  5. Stefan Eder  GER Stratos 3 F3J MH32 

  6. Henning Czerny GER Star Light MH32 

  7. Alex Hoekstra Ned Twister MH32 

  8. Peter Hoffman AUS Wizard  MH32 

  9. Ben Clerx  USA Espirit  SD7037 

  10.Dion Liebenberg RSA Tokolosh ? 

  11. Bas Breijer NED Stork  SD 7037 

  12. Phillip Kold GER Stratos  MH32 

Of the 297 models flown in this competition, the most popular types of models were: 

Espirit 43 Elipse 22 Cobra 12 Nordic 11 Tragic 700 11 

The first 12 places only qualified for the Fly-off. 

 19. Max Kroger Aus 7449.8 

 23. Rob Benton Aus 7377.7 

 57. Alan Mayhew Aus 6138.5 

Australian Team Members - Pilots:Alan Mayhew, Max Kroger & Rob Benton, Manager Rod 

Watkins, assisting Bill & Margaret Pettigrew, Les Davidson. 

 

October 1998 - State Slope Championships cancelled due to lack of wind - an impromptu  

R/E Aerobatics contest was held and was won by Geoff Moore. 

 

9 October 1998 General Meeting night was also a “Show Nite” for member’s models with the 

following results: 

Scale Glider 1. DFS Reiher – Barry Dundas 2. DG 500 – Des Bayliss 

Sport Glider 1. Bird of Time – Reg Neville 2. Sagitta X-Country – Peter Mather 

Electric 1. Hercules – Cameron Wylie  2. Trenton Terror - David Hipperson 

Best of Show DFS Reiher – Barry Dundas 

 

November 1998 - VARMS again permitted to use the Glenfern Rd. site, use was suspended while 

sale of property was underway, new owner amenable to use of slope by VARMS. 

 

13 December 1998 - Inaugural "Nostalgia" Rules Thermal competition held at Brigg's Field for 

models "released for publication of plans or sale of kits prior to January 1980". 

For the sake of 'Nostalgia' overall, the following is a complete list of known eligible models as 
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published in Aspectivity 302 July 1988:- 

 

1995 - 1998 LSF (USA) Nationals Nostalgia Sailplane Event Rules 

 

Design Release Requirements: 

*Date of Release*: 

 The latest accepted magazine date for the published design or the release of a kit will be 1 

Jan 1980.  If the kit or published design has several release dates that included modifications to the 

design, only those prior to Jan 1980 will be accepted.  In the U. K. the "Classic" rules stipulate 1 Jan 

1983. 

 

Airframe Requirements: 

*Items That Must Duplicate the Original*: 

 The plane must replicate the original styling and appearance and comply with the vision of 

the Nostalgia event (Vision is stated under Special Items). 

 Airfoil, flying surfaces, planforms, moments and surface areas, fuselage form or styling in 

outline both inside and plan views, basic construction i.e. open bay wing structure, wood vs. FRP 

etc. 

*Items Than Can Deviate from the Original*: 

 Control surfaces if desired, on a plane with no glide control capability, spoilers may be 

added to the upper wing surface as long as the plans do not call for any other glide control device. If 

the plans have a glide control system, it must be the one used and shall not be deviated from. 

 If spoilers are added, they must be designed to minimize the effect on the styling of the 

original aircraft.  (An example would be on an open structure wing, the spoiler system must be of 

minimal dimensions including the area around the spoiler bay used to attach the covering.) 

 Any interior, non-visible, structural modifications to enable the plane to handle modern 

launch equipment and techniques, some examples: 

- Substitute spruce for balsa  - CF reinforcements 

- Larger joiner rods   - Stronger tow hook systems 

- Wing incidence and decalogue - Wing mounting (bolt on vs rubber bands 

- Removable or bolt on stabs rather than permanent stabs as long as the assembled position 

replicates the original and visible architecture is unchanged 

- Dihedral (either tips or centre or both) can be modified a maximum of 25% of the original for 

personal handling characteristics 

 

Special Items: 

 Radios can be any type legal to operate and electronic mixing is allowable on any set of 

surfaces. 

 The use of landing arrestors devices is prohibited.  This does not eliminate the use of a 

smooth surface skid to protect the bottom landing surface of the aircraft from scratches and nicks. 

 The CD will have the final vote on legality for 1997 on any item not covered in this 

document.  Bear in mind that the vision of the event is to duplicate the spirit of the old days in 

styling and form of aircraft and flying capability of said aircraft and only those changes consistent 

with launch and landing safety will be allowed. 

 Final proof of legality of the design for this event lies with the contestant and having an 

original set of plans would be the optimum way to settle any questions. 
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A List of Eligible Nostalgia Plans from RCM 

Name    Plan W'span(Ins.) Designer(s)              8/65Date 

Gary I    152 48  Gerald Leak   9/65 

Kahunaa   153 96  John Toomer   10/67 

Erin's Lass   301 70  Don Dewey   2/68 

Snipe    330 72  Phil Phillips   3/69 

Windsong   387 72  Owen Kampen  3/6 

SlopeMaster   398 62  Ken Willard   6/69 

Suoflex   408 79 or 99 Harley Michaelis  10/69 

CliffMaster   412 62  Ken Willard   11/69 

Gus    419 72  Willie Richard   3/70 

Super Sonic Soarer  428 80  Willie L. Hill   5/70 

Sport Evolution  431 74  Bob Brugger   6/70 

Maxisailaor   449 98  Ken Willard   1/71 

Orange Julius   455 96  J.W. Headley   3/71 

Monterey   457 100  Bob & Roland Boucher 4/71 

Esprit    468 85  Lee Renaud   8/71 

Specialist V   481 106  Kevin Flynn   2/72 

Little Plank   492 56  Chuck Clemens/Dave Jones 5/72 

Windfree   495 99  Mark & Rod Smith  6/72 

Skylark   496 144  Hack Headley   3/73 

Slingsby T-53B  497 111  Bob Andris   3/73 

Snoopy   498 125  Otto Heithecker  11/72? 

Lady Bird MkII  505 59  Brian Shaw   7/73 

Gypsy    510 64  Jack Headly   10/72 

Javalaero   527 48  Ted Strader   5/73 

Barracuda   536 97  Bob Steele   8/73 

SwingWing(Volmer VJ-23 570 65  Vern Schroeder  10/74 

Monarch   575 126  Chris Barns   11/74 

Silent Squire   586 60  Bill Evans   1/75 

Aquila    596 100  Lee Renaud   5/75 

Standard Plank  605 100  Chuck Clemens/Dave Jones 7/75 

Ridge Runner II  612 72  Dave Katagiri   9/75 

Windhover   617 99  Michael Carroll  10.75 

Paragon   626 118  Ed Slobod   1/76 

Saracen   639 72  Bill Evans   4/76 

Olympic II   643 100  Lee Renaud   6/76 

Sundancer   648 98  Robert Dellacamera  7/76 

N1-M    655 72 3/4  Gus Morfis   8/76 

Happy Face   659 85  Erroll Williams  9/76 

Zoegling Primary  668 72  Gerry Casey   12/76 

Sinbad Supreme  672 94  Larry Sward   1/77 

Cloud Bound 4  686 144  Don Druly   5/77 

Caracara   692 126  Leonard Oakley  7/77 

EZ II    695 72  Jack Headly   8/77 

Cadet Ut-1   704 62  Lee Renaud   10/77 

Borne Free   707 130  David Anderson  11/77 

Wasp W-21   709 100  Scott Jenkins   12/77 

Super Turkey   716 72  Joel Rieman   2/78 

Viking    726 118  Tom Williams   5/78 

Voyageur II   736 85  Terry A. Blake  8/78 

WindFreak   743 100  Roger Sanders   11/78 
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Ridge Rat   747 49 3/4  Ed Slobod   12/78 

Bird of Time   751 118  Dave Thornburg  1/790 

Mirage    753 112 1/2 Blaine Rawdon  2/79 

Puranas   775 53  Mark Gumprecht  9/79 

RO-8    779 78 3/4  Dick Odle   10/79 

Model Airplane News Plans Lists of Eligible Designs 

Kestrel   FSP09683 73  Dave Robelan 

Thermus  FSP05693 101  Joe Roslyn/Dick Sarpolus 

Shoodl   FSP06691 75  George Messetler 

Eclipse   FSP07692 156  Jim & Joe Matous 

Nuage   FSP11692 96  Jim Matous 

Hamilcar  FSP09722 44  Jack Headly 

Phase One  FSP06734 72  Chris Foss 

Albatrossff  FSP06744 116  Dave Dyer 

Phooebe  FSP10742 74  Dave Thornburg 

Gulf Coaster  FSP02751 108  Bert Streigler 

Pierce Duckie  FSP01763 120  Jerry Kranock 

AR-12   FSP08762 114  Edward Kolassa 

Nepelle  FSP12762 72  Langdon Halls 

WindShark  FSP06774 96  Fred Koval/Alan kicks 

The Avenger  FSP11771 94  Jack Headly 

Super Cirrus II FSP09781 149  Rick Reuland 

Delta Lady  FSP02792 56  Mike Trew 

Free Spirit  FSP06793 99  Lew Kincaid 

Model Builder Eligible Plans 
Nancy    11711 96  Jack Elam 

White Trash   1723 84 & 120 Rick Walters 

Yankee Gull   3721 100 &144 Lee Gray 

California Coaster  6723 108  Mat Tennison 

Coleen-12   9721 96  Randy Warner 

Don Quixote   12721 85  Dave Thornburg 

Spectral   1732 57  Andy McAfee 

Briegleb HG-12  4731 100  Chris Christen 

Draggin'Fly   6732 84  Duane Hyer 

Quasoar II   12731 144  Niel Liptak 

Glenn's "T"   4741 -  Glenn Cunningham 

R C Tyro Trainer  1751 -74  Hank Cohan 

Top Sider   2751 -  Ken Willard 

Baby Albatross  9751 -122  Col. Bob Thacker 

Merlin    5782 -  Kevin Flynn 

Afternoon Delight  10782 54  Randy Wrisely 

Cliffhanger   2792 -  Larry Renger 

Petrel    4792 76 & 100 Jim Ealy 

Percy    7792 68  Jack Headley 

Pocket Soarer   11791 50  B. Lundstrom 

Kits that are Eligible 

ACE    Questor 62"   GRAUPNER 

Ace High   Grand Esprit 134"  Cumulus 2800 110.25" 

AFI    Super Esprit 173"  Cirrus 118.125" 

ASW-15 100"  CRAFTAIR   HI-FLIGHT MODELS 

ASW-17 132"  Drifter 72'   Mirage 

Malibu  76"  Drifter II   HOBIE MODEL CO 
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Super Malibu   Windrifter 99.8"  Hobie Hawk 99" 

Monterey 100   SD100 100"   HOUSE OF BALSA 

Super Monterey  Viking MkI & II 118" Nomad 48" 

Californian 115  Sailair 150"   Nomad Two 61" 

AIRTRONICS  DODGSON Designs  JP MODELS 

Square Soar 72"  Maestro MkIII 132"  Dart 100" 

Super Questor 80"  Maestro Caliente 100"  Dart II 134" 

Aquila 99.9"   Gull II 99"   Javelin 98" 

Aquila Grande 132"  Todi 76" & 100"  Javelin II 134" 

Olympic II 99.9"  Hijacker II 72"   LANIER 

Cadet 62"       Hawk 75" 

MODEL DYNAMICS BOB MARTIN MODELS BOB SMITH 

Gryphon ?   Cirrus 75L 120"  Sundancer II 98" 

100 100"   MH MANUFACTURING Seabreeze 99.75" 

140 140"   Albatross 99.75"  SUREFLIGHT 

MARK'S MODELS  Anser 72"   Deadbeat 60" 

Windfree 99.25"  MIDWEST   Eye Soar 72" 

Wanderer 76"   Hobie Hawk 99"  PIERCE AERO CO. 

Wanderer 99 99"  Lil "T" 74"   Arrow 76" 

Windward 72"   Silent Squire 58"  970 120" 

SOARCRAFT/PACER SOUTHWESTERN  Paragon 118" 

Diament 116.5"  Top Cat 72"  STERLING MODELS 

Centurion II 100"  PERFORMANCE  Schweizer 1-34 98.5" 

Glasfugel 604 144"  FLIGHT SYSTEMS  C.A. ZIAC (JETCO) 

Libelle 111.5"   Rubber Duck 75"  Thermic 50R C 47" 

Magnum 12 148"  Minuteman 99"  Eastwind 76 75.75" 

MODEL MERCHANT RALVIN   Eastwind 100 99.875" 

Eagle I 78"   Nebula 122" 

 

52nd (1998/99) Nationals Held at Toowoomba Qld. - no known results. 

12 February 1999 - At the General Meeting, Colin Collyer displays a 1/4 scale "Woodstock" with 

the thought that it will be taken on as a club project, (approx. 9 were built and flown). 

March 1999 saw emphatic changes to Brigg's Field; installation of an all-weather road and spoon 

drains, removal of trees various and installation of logs/poles around Hut and Power field pits, also 

installation of benches/tables. 

 

4 - 7 March 1999 - New Zealand Soar Championships 
F3B Results 1. Gerry Carter 2. Greg Voak 3. Chris Kieser N.Z. 

(At the conclusion of this event, Joe Wurts demonstrated some Dynamic soaring.  Using his F3B 

model which was ballasted up to a weight of 4.0 Kgs., he flew repeated laps behind a 10 metre high 

tree line.  He initially launched from a winch, flew down behind the trees very close to the ground, 

then pulled up sharply into the oncoming wind which was about 45 to 50 K.P.H., and then dived 

back behind the trees.  Joe was able to maintain the energy of the model and flew like this for 

greater than 5 minutes. 

 

27 - 28 March -  VARMS places 3rd in VMAA Trophy held at P & DARCS. 

July 1999 - VARMS institutes SOLO rating requirements for all users of Brigg's Field, to be 

required for Glider, Power (I/C), Helicopter and Electric. 
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IT IS WITH DEEP REGRET........ 

On 14th April 1968, on a slope of Mt Bacchus also known as Bald Hill, north of Bacchus 

Marsh, VARMS was born with the official creation of a Committee with the purpose of 

fostering R.C. slope soaring in Victoria. 

 The following article was extracted from the VMAA Newsletter of December 1998. 

 Although another attempt has been made to have a glider flying site known as Bald 

Hill at Bacchus Marsh registered with the Moorabool Shire, it has been in vain.  In fact not 

only have the Shire Council refused to register the field as a glider flying site, but they have 

placed a blanket ban on the use of this site for any purpose and in fact it is illegal to even enter 

this area. 

 The Council is currently arranging signs for the area notifying the public that access is 

not permitted.  Don't travel all the way out to Bald Hill only to find that you can't have access 

to the site. 

 

PLEASE NOTE:  This is not Mt. Hollowback at Bald Hills near Ballarat, but a local site at 

Bacchus Marsh. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

1998-99 Membership – 143 Members 
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1999 - 2000 
The Committee 

President  Des Bayliss   Secretary  Ian Slack 

Treasurer  Richard Weil   Editor   Colin Smith 

Contest Director Peter Cossins   Ordinary Member Martin Hopper 

*Co-opted Members:     Ordinary Member Jim Robertson 

*Registrar  Geoff Moore   *Sites Liaison  Max Haysom 

A.G.M. July "99 

 

 - Special AWARD to Maurie Watts  John Gottschalk  was also                         

for "Exemplary & Diligent Service  presented with VARMS  

 to VARMS", and also   Clubman Award for the second   

 "Life Membership".    consecutive Year. 

 

 

Also in July Aspectivity (313), the following initiative to improve the safety of operations at Briggs 

Field, and also generally throughout the Association. 

 In the interest of safety, the Committee has determined that it has become necessary to 

introduce a solo rating for Gliding, Power I/C, Electric and Helicopter operations at Brigg's 

field.  A panel of Flight Assessors will be appointed to facilitate this process and the new 99/2000 

club members card will include the pilot's current rating(s). 

 All members will be required to obtain a rating for glider and power respectively, 

although in cases where a pilot's expertise is well known and demonstrated, no flight test will be 

required. It is understood that is impossible to police activities 24 hours a day, seven days a week, 

but the Committee will implementing this policy in a very pro-active way. 

 To obtain a solo rating it will be necessary to demonstrate a knowledge of safety 

requirements, local club rules and the possession of a prescribed range of basic flying skills.  

(These solo requirements are contained on a later page). 

October 1999 -Aspectivity 316 contained a "revised" set of Rules for the operation of ALL types of 

aircraft at Brigg's Field and are shown at the end of this 1999/2000 segment. 

14 November 1999 - OPEN DAY held at Brigg's Field to demonstrate to the local community the 

operation of VARMS & the use of a wide range of R/C aircraft; Gliders (all types from basic entry 

2 metre models to international class competition types), Power aircraft (Internal combustion) from 

basic "40" size sports models to large scale & aero-tow models, Helicopters, Electric from Electric 

power-assist for gliders and Electric powered "power" including high speed pylon racing aircraft - 

this event was very successful.  A special feature of the day was Ray Cooper's power model with 

"Live Eye in the Sky".  Ray mounted two miniature TV cameras in his model, one for pilot's view 

of the world and a second for a straight down view. The mobile TV transmitter and ground receive 

system were supplied by Peter Cossins and the remainder of the video gear courtesy of John Bird, 

Martin Hopper and Terry Cornall (Monash Uni.).  The TV link frequency was 1.25 Ghz (1250 

Mhz) and was used under the privilege of Peter C's Amateur Radio callsign VK3BFG. 
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8 - 9 April 2000 - VARMS finishes equal 1st with P & DARCS (Best six events = 29 points each) 

in the VMAA Trophy, and is relegated to 2nd on a countback (All events 33.5 to 37 points). 

April/May 2000 was the timing for the 53rd (1999/2000) Nationals held at Nowra, NSW.: 

F3B  1. Scott Lennon 2. Gerry Carter 3. Alan Mayhew 

F3J  1. Gerry Carter 2. Bjorn Rudgley 3. Carl Strautins 

Thermal 1. Alan Mayhew 2. Gerry Carter 3. Scott Lennon 

HLG  1. Carl Strautins 2. Brad Harris  3. Scott Lennon 

 

June 2000 - VARMS members; Gerry Carter & Alan Mayhew with Carl Strautins (NSW) depart for 

F3J World Championships in Korfu, Greece. Results;  Carl Strautins 14th, Alan Mayhew 33rd, 

Gerry Carter 60th, Team 12th of 27 teams. 

June 2000 - A "One Model" contest mooted for later in the year.  The model selected was the 

Southern Sailplanes Thermal Ricochet using only items provided in the kit, no modern 

strengthening materials were allowed but a polyhedral wing design was to be permitted. 
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VICTORIAN ASSOCIATION OF RADIO MODEL SOARING Inc. 

General Club Rules - Brigg's Field  (15/8/99) 

 

G 1. It is now a requirement of all users of Brigg's field, that they be certified to operate 

 "Solo" in all aspects of R/C Model Aircraft that they wish to use at this site. This Solo rating 

 is achieved either by Prior knowledge by the Committee, proof of same from another club, 

 or by being assessed in the appropriate area(s) by a Flight Assessor.  All Visitors must also 

 meet this criteria or be constantly under the supervision of an appropriately certified club 

 member. 

G 2. Only financial club members and guests may fly from the field.  Visiting VMAA/MAAA 

 affiliated members may use the field providing they prove to a committee member that they 

 are financial members of the VMAA/MAAA, are certified to fly "Solo" (or be accompanied 

 by a club member certified Solo in the appropriate discipline), abide by the rules for visiting 

 club members, and sign the visitor's book. 

G 3. The first Member to enter Brigg's Field is to leave the gate open, the last MEMBER & 

 KEYHOLDER to leave is to close & lock the gate after ensuring that all visitors have 

 departed. 

G 4. The key to Brigg's Field (& other VARMS sites) is issued to all members on the express 

 condition that it is not lent or copied to provide non-members unauthorised entry into these 

 areas. 

G 5. Only 29mhz, 36mhz or 40mhz AM or FM may be used at this field.  (The use of even 

 numbered frequencies on 36mhz & the use of any 27mhz frequencies is NOT permitted). 

G 6. All radio must have current (24 months or less from date of issue) MAAA certification of 

 bandwidth. 

G 7. Frequency keys must comply with the MAAA certification sticker on the Transmitter.  Only 

 the correct type of plastic frequency key is acceptable.  The Pilot's name and frequency 

 number MUST be clearly indicated on the key. 

G 8. The frequency control board and Key system must be used at all times, and only one 

 Keyboard is to be in operation for all activities. 

G 9. Transmitters can only be turned on when the appropriate frequency key is in the correct 

 position in the keyboard. 

G 10. Maximum time to hold a frequency channel is 20 minutes, and only ONE channel at a time. 

G 11. Take-off (Launching) is to be clearly announced by the pilot. 

G 12. All aircraft must be in a safe flying condition, any considered unsafe by a suitably qualified 

 member will be permitted to fly until its operational condition has been remedied. 

G 13. Flying at low level (within 30 metres) over people, the car park, spectator areas, the power 

 field pits & incoming vehicles is STRICTLY prohibited. 

G 14. Every member shall accept responsibility for flying safety and is obliged to request other 

 members and visitors to abide these rules when dangerous & unsafe practices are observed. 

G. 15. Vehicles are not to be left on the Glider field or in close proximity of the Power field pits, 

 all vehicles are to be parked in the designated car park. 

G 16. No aircraft is to take-off or be launched within a distance of at least 30 metres from the pits, 

 car park & spectator areas. 

G 17. Because of possible interference to Computer Radios, the use of Mobile phones on the flight 

 line is PROHIBITED. 

G 18. The consumption of alcohol at the field by persons participating in flying activities is 

 STRICTLY PROHIBITED. 

G 19. No aircraft is to be flown over 300 feet altitude by Government Regulation. 
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VARMS - BRIGG'S FIELD 

 

Powered Flight Operations 

 

P 1. Power (I/C motors) models will be permitted to operate at Brigg's Field Monday -  

 Saturday inclusive. 
P 2. Aero-tow tugs actively engaged in aero-towing can operate on Sundays, but operation is 

 not to commence until 12 noon in recognition of nearby church. 

P 3. No I/C motor shall be started before 7.00 a.m. on weekdays, 9.00 a.m. Saturdays, and 12.00 

 noon Sundays (Aerotowing only).  This is in line with the Government Noise Abatement 

 Act. 

P 4. ALL aircraft using Internal Combustion motors (Glow, Diesel & Petrol) and Electric 

 powered aircraft (excluding electric power assisted Gliders) are to be operated from the 

 power  field area only. 

P 5. All aircraft motors (Internal combustion) are to be fitted with an effective muffler and the 

 maximum noise level is to be kept to a minimum (98 Decibels at 3 Metres). 

P 6. Engines must not be run for extended periods in the pits. 

P 7. Aircraft must not be taxied in the pit area. 

P 8. Pilots are to stand in the designated area in front of the pits & beside the runway when flying 

 power aircraft. 

P 9. Power flight operations are restricted to the EAST & SOUTH of the runway intersection at 

 all times, except where a landing is required on the NW runway.  In this case the downwind 

 leg is required to be as short as possible. 

P 10. Power aircraft taking off on the NW runway must turn LEFT to the South as soon as 

 practicable to preclude over-flying the Glider field. 

P 11. Under no circumstances are aircraft to intrude into airspace above the Golf Driving Range. 

P 12.  When the NE/SW runways are operational, no person is to be standing EAST of  the line of 

 the runways. 

P 13. When the NW/SE runways are operational, no person is to be standing SOUTH of the 

 line of the runways. 

P 14. Powered aircraft must give way to gliders, (Unless tugs are in use for launching).   Gliders 

 should keep clear of the power field when it is in operation. 

P 15. Landing and take-off is to be clearly announced by the pilot. 

P 16. Helicopters must be operated from the Heli training area behind the Hut or the main 

 runways & fly circuits with other aircraft, they are not to take off or land in the pits area. 
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Glider Solo Rating. 

(a) Situational Awareness:- The trainee pilot will be able to demonstrate knowledge of:- 

 (i) Frequency control and local related local procedures. 

 (ii) Pre-flight checks. 

 (iii) Launching protocols. 

 (iv) Landing protocols. 

 (v) MAAA/VMAA- and local safety rules. 

 (vi) Flight path requirements/restrictions. 

 (vii) Model weight and balance requirements. 

 

(b) Flight:- The trainee pilot must be able to safely and consistently:- 

 (i) Launch a glider on a bungee or a winch. 

 (ii) Land a glider after a downwind, base and final approach. 

 (iii) Control the flight of the glider in all orientations (no inverted flight requirement) 

 without infringing any no-fly zones or safety rules. 

 

Power Solo Rating (Including Electric) 
(a) Situational Awareness:- The trainee pilot will be able to demonstrate knowledge of:- 

 (i) Frequency control and local related local procedures. 

 (ii) Pre-flight checks. 

 (iii) Safe starting procedures and model handling. 

 (iv) Pit protocols. 

 (v) Take off protocols. 

 (vi) Landing protocols. 

 (vii MAAA/VMAA and local safety rules. 

 (viii) Flight path requirements/restrictions. 

 (ix) Model weight and balance requirements. 

 

(b) Flight - Fixed Wing:- The trainee pilot must be able to safely and consistently:- 

 (i) Execute a take off manoeuvre standing behind the edge of the flying field (including a 

 taxi to take off if the model is suitable). 

 (ii) Execute a downwind, base and final circuit for landing. 

 (iii) Execute a landing. 

 (iv) Control the flight of the model in all orientations (no inverted flight requirement) 

 without infringing any no-fly zones or safety rules. 

 (v) Execute a procedure turn manoeuvre. 

 

(c) Flight - Helicopter:- The trainee pilot must be able to safely and consistently:- 

 (i) Execute a take-off to hover mode at 30 - 50 feet AGL. 

 (ii) Rotate the helicopter 90 degrees to the left and return. 

 (iii) Rotate the helicopter 90 degrees to the right and return. 

 (iv) Execute a circular flight pattern around the pilot returning to the start position, hover 

 and land. 

 

 

1999-2000 Membership – 228 Members 
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The End 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 


